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Welcome to November’s newsletter! 
 
After an initial flush of early spring butterflies on the Highveld, the weather reverted to the new 
normal: excessively hot and excessively dry. Fortunately, rain has been experienced over much of 
South Africa since late October, and there have been lots of butterflies. The Butterfly Index 
recorded its highest average October score, countrywide, since the commencement of the project 
five years ago. 

 
Corrections 
 
Szabolcs Sáfián (Safi) noted that the picture of a Large Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis polychloros) in 

ABN 2022-5 page 4 was in fact a Yellow-legged Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis xanthomelas).  

 

Dr Wolf-Achim Roland noticed that an image on page 76 “Other Butterflies” was incorrectly 

captioned as Ascotis selenaria; it should have been Chiasmia simplicilinea. 

 

LepSoc Africa AGM 
 
LepSoc Africa held its Annual General Meeting via Zoom networking on 14 September. We had a 
good attendance of over twenty delegates, and several proxies were submitted. The current 
“elected” office bearers: Peter Ward (Treasurer), Justin Bode and myself (Chairman) were re-
elected, unopposed, for a further two-year term.  
 
An urgent issue to resolve is the replacement of Dave Edge as Editor of Metamorphosis. Dave has 
held this post for more than 12 years and wishes to “retire” following the publication of Volume 33 
in January next year. Looking further ahead, we also need to find successors for the current LSA 
Councillors in two years’ time! 
 

Chairman’s report 
 
Treasurer’s report 
 
Metamorphosis Editor’s report 

 

NOVEMBER 2022  
 
ABN 2022 – 6 
 
(NEWS FROM 
SEPTEMBER AND 
OCTOBER) 
 

LATEST NEWS 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7418y3idcrcy4e0/CHAIRMAN%27S%20REPORT%20-%202022.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3l0bzywb4mlnrv7/TREASURER%27S%20REPORT%20-%202022.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1szljptidiqwn8v/Edge%20Metamorphosis%20Editor%27s%20report.pdf?dl=0
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LepSoc Africa Conference 
 
The annual LepSoc Africa Conference was held, at the Nestle Centre, Walter Sisulu Botanical 
Gardens on Saturday 17 September. 

 
Almost 60 delegates attended the conference, either in person, or remotely via Zoom. While we 
had some great presentations, the event was marred by technical glitches. Some of the problems 
(a poor microphone and - at times - poor sound quality at the venue), were my fault and this will be 
corrected in future. In addition, some of the Zoom management could have been slicker. What 
was beyond our control was the influence of National power cuts on internet connectivity. For 
much of the Conference we had no electricity (although we did have back-up), no Wi-Fi and, at 
times, no data via any of the national cell phone networks.  
 
Anyway, thanks to the efforts of several LepSoc Africa members, including Chris Hines, Jan Praet, 
Lynn Katsoulis, Justin Bode, Kevin Cockburn and Martin Lunderstedt we steadied the ship and 
had a relatively uneventful afternoon session. 
 
A further problem (again my fault) was that the program was too full. This meant that, with all the 
other issues, a couple of talks had to be postponed or shortened and there was little or no time for 
questions or discussion. To mitigate this, I forwarded PDF’s of most of the presentations to the 
Conference attendees, who then had the opportunity to read the papers and to raise comments or 
queries at their leisure.  
 
Due to the unstable Zoom connection, we were unable to record the Conference, but links to 
several of the papers are attached below: 
 

• Dave Edge  
Brenton Blue and the aftereffects from the 2017 fire 

• Keith Mbata and Jurate De Prins 
Towards the exploration of species richness of moths in Zambia 

• Simon Martin 
Biogeography and genetics of colour patterns in Danaus chrysippus 

• Etienne Terblanche  
Research on Alaena behaviour 

• Jurate De Prins 
Taxonomic delineation of the Afrotropical moth species Stomphastis thraustica 

• Freerk Moolman 
What makes the Common Evening Brown special? 

• Lynn Katsoulis  
Public awareness about butterflies / Getting the public excited about butterflies 

 

 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zh37u8tyel7k1ei/Brenton%20Blue%20Research%20since%202017%20fire%20-%20Dave%20Edge.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/csn93s8w07lhckc/Towards%20the%20exploration%20of%20species%20richness%20of%20moths%20in%20Zambia%20-%20Keith%20Mbata%20and%20Jurate%20De%20Prins.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k37f3rv40uyggk9/Biogeography%20and%20genetics%20of%20colour%20pattern%20in%20Danaus%20chrysippus%20-%20Simon%20Martin.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jkgpaixwkr91xea/An%20Alaena%20project%20-%20progress%2C%20prospects%2C%20constraints%20-%20Etienne%20Terblanche.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubcscjt9sjxtfmt/Taxonomic%20delineation%20of%20Stomphastis%20-%20Jurate%20De%20Prins.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jha78nnq5jjqg4d/What%20makes%20the%20Common%20Evening%20Brown%20special.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k6mc4vah6c8srlt/Getting%20the%20Public%20excited%20about%20butterflies%20-%20Lynn%20Katsoulis.pdf?dl=0
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Annual Awards 
 
AFRICAN BUTTERFLY NEWS AWARDS 
 
1/. Best contribution / Most loyal contributor: Lourens Erasmus (bottle of wine) 
 
2/. Butterfly Index: Mark Liptrot (bottle of wine) 
 
3/. Slide of the year: 
 

First Prize: Rogers Muhwezi (bottle of wine) 
Blue-pearl Pansy (Junonia temora temora) 
Kalinzu Forest, Uganda 

 
Second Prize: Rogério Ferreira  

Blue Diadem (Hypolimnas salmacis salmacis) 
Cuanza Norte, Angola 

 
Third Prize: Stephen Ball  

King Copper (Tylopaedia sardonyx sardonyx) 
Oviston, Free State 

 
Special thanks: Mark Williams and Steve Collins for their help in editing the newsletter 
 
LEPSOC AFRICA AWARDS 
 
1/. Torben Larsen Tankard, awarded to the best / most influential publication. Although it is 
marginally outside of the Afrotropical region, this year’s winner was Gary Fuelner and his team, 
for Butterflies of the United Arab Emirates including Northern Oman. The book – like Butterflies of 
Botswana – is dedicated to the late Torben Larsen. Other candidates included Biogeography of 
Kivu and Ituri by Dominique Bernaud, Robert Ducarme and John Ferguson. 
 
2/. Ivan Bampton Perpetual Teapot, awarded for the most interesting / important lepidoptera 
rearing record. As for many recent years, this was awarded to the Caterpillar Rearing Group 
(CRG) and the trophy was accepted on behalf of the CRG by Hermann Staude. 
 
3/. Honorary Life: There was no award this year. Honorary Life membership is conferred strictly 
on merit and is not an annual award; proposed recipients may be submitted and motivated by any 
member of LepSoc Africa, for consideration by LSA Council. 
 
4/. Chairman’s Award: Hennie Vermaak for volunteering to undertake regular butterfly surveys of 
Pretoria Botanical Gardens. Other candidates included Mark Williams for COREL, Steve Woodhall 
for writing various Policy Documents and Mark Liptrot and Muhwezi Rogers for generating butterfly 
awareness in KZN and Uganda respectively. 

 
Verloren Valei 
 
LepSoc Africa (Justin Bode and I) will be hosting a butterfly walk-and-talk at Verloren Valei near 
Dullstroom on 10 December. 
 

Verloren Valei   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/372lki2mdblx086/Verloren%20Valei%20-%20Field%20trip.pdf?dl=0
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Policy Documents 
 
Steve Woodhall produced the following policy documents, which have been adopted by LepSoc 
Africa and have been incorporated into our Handbook. 
 

Collecting Lepidoptera 
 

 Lepidoptera Conservation 
 
 Photographing Lepidoptera 
 
 Urban biodiversity 
 
 Sustainable use and Lepidoptera 
 
These policy documents are valuable, and I encourage you to read them: should any member of 
LepSoc Africa be questioned regarding any of the above topics, we will be able to speak with a 
united voice! 

 
Interactions in iNat (Steve Woodhall) 
 
Steve Woodhall has been studying grasses as part of his FGASA training and joined a Facebook 
group, Grasses of Southern Africa. He submitted some photos he had of butterflies feeding on 
grass flowers (below). 
 

 
 
To create a link between the two in iNaturalist:  
 

• go to https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/interactions-s-afr and join. 

• Load your picture twice, once as the butterfly and once as the grass. 

• Copy the URL for the grass record 

• Go to the butterfly record and add it to the interactions s afr project as ‘feeding on a flower 
of’ 

• Copy the URL for the butterfly record 

• Go to the grass record and add it to the interactions s afr project as ‘passive interaction 
with’. 

  

Byblia ilithyia male f badiata on grass  
Thabazimbi 30 May 09  

Steve Woodhall 

Pentila tropicalis male uns on grass   
Krantzkloof NR 3 April 15  

Steve Woodhall 

Helicoverpa armigera feeding on grass  
Greyton 29 Nov 15  

Steve Woodhall 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/128hi6x092ktvgr/Policy%20on%20lepidoptera%20collecting.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/lrpo4yhzno7ui7q/Policy%20on%20lepidoptera%20conservation.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ktd41m11hss41zd/Policy%20on%20lepidoptera%20photography.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i6krkce56rhj1l3/Policy%20on%20urban%20biodiversity.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u51pd8tziq4z19m/Policy%20on%20sustainable%20use%20of%20lepidoptera.pdf?dl=0
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Melanitis leda (Freerk Molleman) 
 
LepSoc Africa’s Freerk Molleman arranged a TEAMS symposium on the Common Evening Brown 
(Melanitis leda) on Thursday 13 October.  
 
Speakers included Kwaku Aduse-Poku (University of Georgia - Phylogeography of tropical 
satyrine butterflies), Elizabeth Moore (North Carolina State University - Mechanisms of seasonal 
polyphenism in the common evening brown butterfly), Indukala K (Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research - Does mandible morphology respond to varying hostplant thickness?) 
and Freerk himself (Melanitis leda project’s background and methods).  
 
There were some fascinating talks and insights - you can view the conference via the link below: 
 

Melanitis leda 

 
Gabon Lepidoptera Workshop 
 
We are re-planning the Gabon Lepidoptera Workshop for the 
fortnight starting Sat 3 Feb and ending Sun 17 Feb 2024. 
 
The workshop will include a trip to Ivindo National Park and 
Chrystal Mountain. 
 
I am still awaiting a detailed costing – as soon as this is 
complete a budget will be circulated: those of you who registered 
for the Workshop in 2020 will be given first option for places.  

 
COREL 
 
Mark Williams compiles the annual COREL (Custodians of Rare and Endangered Lepidoptera) 
report, based on submissions received from the various custodians. In an attempt to make the 
report more uniform in style and content, Mark and Dave Edge have produced the following 
documents: 
 

Responsibilities of a Custodian 
 

Guidelines for COREL Custodians  

 
Agreements with SANBI and EWT 
 
LepSoc Africa have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the South African National 
Biodiversity Institute (SANBI). A similar agreement with the Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) will 
follow shortly. 
 

SANBI MoU  

Fiery Glider 
Cymothoe lucasii lucasii 

Ivindo, Gabon 
Jeremy Dobson 

https://uam-my.sharepoint.com/personal/fremol_amu_edu_pl/_layouts/15/stream.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Ffremol%5Famu%5Fedu%5Fpl%2FDocuments%2FDocuments%2FOPUS%20Leda%2FSymposium%2FSymposium13%5F10%5F22%2Em4v&ga=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u7g3x79wtkcq66l/COREL%20-%202020.03.30%20Responsibilities%20of%20a%20COREL%20Custodian.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tf8hvo5yy45sp0h/COREL%20-%20Instructions%20to%20Custodians%20for%202022-23.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/psjc20u6z8ozwtj/SANBI%20MoU.pdf?dl=0
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Stomphastis thraustica (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
A new paper, titled Taxonomic delineation of Stomphastis thraustica has been published in 
Neotropical Entomology. 
 
You may notice that one of the authors is a certain Jeremy Dobson. I was invited to participate by 
the principal author and project leader, LepSoc Africa’s Jurate De Prins. To be honest, I didn’t 
make much of a contribution, but it was a privilege to work with prominent researchers such as 
Jurate, and Giovanny Fagua of the Pontifical Xavierian University, Bogotá, Colombia. 
 
One thing I did do was to compare some DNA sequences, which included entire Stomphastis 
mitochondrial genomes of about 27 000 characters each. These can be compared, using Excel, in 
much the same way as 658 base-pair COI barcodes. Interestingly, with this limited dataset, the 
percentage differences between samples were very similar whether I used entire mitogenomes or 
merely the barcode section. 
 
The 658-character barcode was selected by BOLD for a good reason; there seems little benefit in 
using longer sequences, unless you are looking for extra work. Some researchers are now using 
entire COI gene-sequences of about 1220 base pairs. There is nothing wrong with this, but it must 
be appreciated that any DNA comparison is limited by the extent of the overlapping sections, or 
the shorter of the two sequences being compared. If most of your dataset consists of currently 
available 658-character barcodes, there is no benefit whatsoever in using longer sequences. 
Bringing an entire mitogenome to the argument is like trying to crack a nut with a sledgehammer.  
  
Getting back to Stomphastis, these are little moths of the Gracillariidae family, which have, in the 
past, been used as a biocontrol agent. The paper clarifies the distribution of Stomphastis 
thraustica and its host plant preferences. Specimens were collected from Africa, South America, 
and Australia, and museum material was also studied. S. thaustica is recorded, for the first time, 
from the Neotropical region and its introduction to Australia as a biocontrol agent is reported. 
Based on barcodes, the closest relative of S. thraustica is a Stomphastis species that occurs in 
Madagascar and feeds on the same host plant – Jatropha gossypiifolia (Euphorbiaceae).  
 

https://rdcu.be/cXLvG 

 
Conservation Evidence (Dr Andrew Bladon) 
 
Dr Andrew Bladon is the lead author of the recently published Butterfly and Moth Conservation: 
Global evidence for the effects of interventions for butterflies and moths. 
 
He has written a blog titled “Conservation on a wing and a prayer, or following the evidence?” 
about the synopsis for the Conservation Evidence, and has requested help in publicising this. 
Dave Edge notes that, although the work refers to itself as “Global evidence”, it is really concerned 
with the European and North American regions and ignores the numerous contributions that Dave 
submitted regarding African butterflies.  
 
Please click on the link below: 
 

Conservation on a wing and a prayer, or following the evidence? 

 
 

  

https://rdcu.be/cXLvG
https://conservationevidenceblog.wordpress.com/2022/09/16/conservation-on-a-wing-and-a-prayer-or-following-the-evidence/
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Colour vision in nocturnal insects 
 
Eric Warrant and Hema Somanathan published an article in Philosophical Transactions of The 
Royal Society B: Biological Sciences, investigating how some species of lepidoptera see colour at 
night.  
 
The ability to see colour at night is known only from a handful of animals and was first discovered 
in the Elephant Hawk Deilephila elpenor.  Nocturnal colour vision is now known from two other 
species of hawk moths, a single species of carpenter bee, a nocturnal gecko and two species of 
anurans.  
 
The reason for this rarity—particularly in vertebrates—is the immense challenge of achieving a 
sufficient visual signal-to-noise ratio to support colour discrimination in dim light. Although no less 
challenging for nocturnal insects, unique optical and neural adaptations permit reliable colour 
vision and colour constancy even in starlight. Using the well-studied Deilephila elpenor, the 
authors describe the visual light environment at night, the visual challenges that this environment 
imposes and the adaptations that have evolved to overcome them. They also explain the 
advantages of colour vision for nocturnal insects and its usefulness in discriminating night-opening 
flowers.  
 
Colour vision is probably widespread in nocturnal insects, particularly pollinators, where it is likely 
crucial for nocturnal pollination. This relatively poorly understood but vital ecosystem service is 
threatened from increasingly abundant and spectrally abnormal sources of anthropogenic light 
pollution, which can disrupt colour vision and thus the discrimination and pollination of flowers.  

 
Spreading butterfly awareness in Uganda 
 
LepSoc Africa’s Rogers Muhwezi has been a passionate 
butterfly enthusiast ever since Harald Selb and I first met him in 
Mpanga Forest, Uganda in July 2015. At the time he was 
participating in a school nature group - Harald and I volunteered 
to show them some of the local butterflies. 
 
As a nature guide, Rogers has made a major contribution to the 
spread of butterfly-awareness in Uganda. 
 
Rogers recently talked about butterflies to a group at Lake 
Mburo National Park, Uganda. 

 
If you are interested in visiting Uganda and want a driver, a guide, and an expedition planner, why 
not get in touch with Rogers? 
 

easyrogers96@gmail.com 

 
 

  

file:///C:/Users/user/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/easyrogers96@gmail.com
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Cigaritis (Fanie Rautenbach) 
 
Fanie Rautenbach is LepSoc Africa’s chief “identifier” of butterfly photos posted on LepiMAP. He 
recently processed two Cigaritis sightings that were reported in Carnarvon, Northern Cape (“C” on 
the map below) and Murraysburg, Western Cape (“M”). Fanie has, provisionally, identified both 
records as Silvery Silverline (Cigaritis phanes), although they both have some resemblance to 
Namaqua Silverline (Cigaritis namaquus).  
 
Historical LepiMAP records for phanes are the green squares and namaquus are the purple 
diamonds. 
  

C 

M 

Murraysburg 

Carnarvon 
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A new Emperor 
 
Gilles Faravel and Thierry Bouyer have described a new species of Emperor, Charaxes 
cristalensis from Chrystal Mountain National Park, Gabon. The female of the new species was 
until now merely considered as the blue female form caeruleotincta of Charaxes etesipe etesipe, a 
species which is also present at Chrystal Mountain.  
 
Males of Charaxes cristalensis and Charaxes etesipe etesipe seem undistinguishable in 
appearance, which partly explains the confusion. Barcoding of the etesipe population from 
Chrystal Mountain clearly separates it into two clusters, thus confirming the coexistence of the two 
species.  

 
A new Sapphire 
 
Szabolcs Sáfián has described a new species of Sapphire, Iolaus 
freyaallanae from Zambia. 
 
The paper, which is published in Metamorphosis, can be viewed on the 
Metamorphosis website, by clicking the link below: 
 

Iolaus freyaallanae 

 
Urodeta falcata 
 
Virginijus Sruoga and LepSoc Africa’s Jurate De Prins have described a new species of 
Elachistinae moth from Ghana and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
 

Urodeta falcata 

 
ESSA 
 
Entomological Society of Southern Africa Congress will be in person and be hosted by 
Stellenbosch University from the 11 – 14 July 2023. 
 
Please save the date - more information will follow in due course. 
 
ESSA Congress   

Photo from ABRI 

https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1696/2022.09.06%20Metamorphosis%2033_72-78%20Safian%20Iolaus%20freyaallanae.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rka7irzxxzovoea/A%20new%20speceis%20of%20Urodeta%20-%20Jurate%20De%20Prins.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4gaqacn682f6oko/Save%20the%20Date%20for%20ESSA%2023.pdf?dl=0
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Early detection of introduced butterfly species using barcoding 
 
A paper titled Patterns of DNA barcode diversity in butterfly species (Lepidoptera) introduced to 
the Nearctic was published in the European Journal of Entomology.  
 
The authors studied 2 278 mtDNA barcodes, to examine patterns of sequence variation in 
mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) in five butterfly species introduced to the Nearctic 
region. 
 

DNA barcode diversity in introduced Neartic butterflies 

 
Hemeroplanes triptolemus 
 
Mark Williams posted an amazing video (link below) to the Highveld WhatsApp group. It shows the 
extraordinary caterpillar of Hemeroplanes triptolemus, a Central American moth of the Sphingidae 
family. 
 
When disturbed, the larva of this species expands and exposes the underside of the end body 
segments, mimicking a snake head with black eyes and even light reflections. Also, it sometimes 
strikes like a snake to deter predators such as lizards or birds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Hemeroplanes triptolemus  

 
  

Hemeroplanes triptolemus 
Larva 

Wikipedia 

 

Hemeroplanes triptolemus 
Adult 

Wikipedia 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/43hq2jq1lqxwmea/DNA%20barcodes%20-%20Talavera.pdf?dl=0
https://twitter.com/fasc1nate/status/1581215592136130560?s=08
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Wing patterns and junk DNA 
 
Johno Whitaker posted the following article on the Zim Lepidopterists WhatsApp group. Recent 
research confirms that butterfly DNA often contains genes for numerous wing patterns; the 
phenotype is manipulated by non-coding regulatory DNA which occurs outside of the wing-pattern 
gene sections. Implications of this are that wing patterns can evolve extremely quickly, and that 
the same gene can build very different looking butterflies. 
 
Many researchers now believe that most butterfly evolution is a result of mutations within the non-
coding DNA sections. 
 

Wing patterns and junk DNA 
 
 

Early stages of a Kenyan Lepidopterist 
 
Steve Collins forwarded me the following photos. Some friends of his, the Guerreiro family, have a 
20-month-old daughter, who already knows several butterfly names - her favourite book is an old 
field guide. 
 
Watch this space. 
 

  

https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2022/10/butterfly-wing-patterns-emerge-ancient-junk-dna
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“Notes” are no longer being published in Metamorphosis – ABN is being upgraded! 

 

A new larval hostplant record for Phasis clavum erythema 
Quickelberge, 1980 (Papilionoidea: Lycaenidae: Aphnaeinae). 
 
Jeremy C.H. Dobson1 and Mark C. Williams2 

 
1 5 Elgin Road, Bryanston Ext 5, Johannesburg, South Africa. Email: jchdobson@gmail.com 
2 183 van der Merwe Street, Rietondale, 0084, Pretoria, South Africa. Email: lepidochrysops@gmail.com 

 
Introduction 
 
The recorded larval hostplants for the four species in the lycaenid genus Phasis include species in 
the genera Melianthus L. (Family Melianthaceae) and Searsia F.A. Barkley (Family 
Anacardiaceae) (Williams, 2022). Historical records for Rhus species refer to the replacement 
genus Searsia. In this note we record a larval hostplant record for Diospyros austro-australis var. 
microphylla (Burch.) De Winter, a plant belonging to the family Ebenaceae. 
 
Observations 
 
During an expedition to the Western Cape Province, South Africa, in the first half of September 
2022 the authors made observations of adult individuals of Phasis clavum erythema at three 
localities on the Roggeveld Escarpment: At Keiskie Hoek, about 26 km south of Calvinia (-31.6519 
19.8936); near Quaggafontein (-32.2199 20.3020); and around a rocky outcrop about 5 km west of 
Sutherland (-32.4115 20.6163). 
 
At each of the three localities adult individuals were noted to persistently fly around tall shrubs 
later identified as Diospyros austro-australis var. microphylla (Burch.) De Winter. At Keiskie and 
Quaggafontein, females of P. clavum erythema were seen to fly among the branches inside the 
plants and at Keiskie one of us (JD) observed a female ovipositing on a twig in the interior of the 
plant. At the Sutherland locality Chrysoritis midas (Pennington, 1962) adults were plentiful and 
were also closely associated with Diospyros austro-australis var. microphylla shrubs. One of us 
(MW) observed a female C. midas ovipositing on a small specimen of this shrub. 
 
Discussion 
 
The larval hostplants for species belonging to the genus Phasis, 
so far recorded, all belong to either the family Anacardiaceae or 
to the family Meliantheaceae (Table 1). There are no records for 
any of the Phasis taxa for plants in the family Ebenaceae, to 
which the genus Diospyros belongs. Our observations thus add 
a third family of plants to the two so far recorded to serve as 
larval hostplants for species of Phasis.  
 
Diospyros austro-australis is endemic to South Africa and Lesotho (African Plant Database, 
https://africanplantdatabase.ch/). Four varieties are recognized only one of which, var. microphylla, 
is found on the Roggeveld Escarpment, where our observations were made. It is a multistemmed 
shrub or small tree, somewhat rounded and two to 10 metres high (PlantZAfrica – SANBI, 
http://pza.sanbi.org/). 
 
Of the 17 genera included in the subfamily Aphnaeinae the only other genera that have taxa that 
utilize Ebenaceae as larval hostplants are Tylopaedia and Chrysoritis (Williams, 2022). Tylopaedia 
sardonyx sardonyx larvae have been recorded to feed on the foliage of Euclea undulata Thunb. 

https://africanplantdatabase.ch/
http://pza.sanbi.org/
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(Schlosz, 1996). Talavera et al. (2020) proposed a phylogenetic hypothesis for the genus 
Chrysoritis that recovered seven clades. In one of these clades, the chrysaor clade, five of the 
seven included species have species of Diospyros recorded as larval hostplants (Williams, 2022). 
As noted in ‘Observations’ above, Chrysoritis midas was sympatric with Phasis clavum erythema 
at one of the localities where our observations were made and was also using Diospyros austro-
australis var. microphylla as a larval host. 
 
Boyle et al. (2014) proposed a phylogenetic hypothesis for the subfamily Aphnaeinae. They 
recovered two distinct clades, one of which included Tylopaedia and Phasis as sister genera and 
the other in which Chrysoritis was nested. It would therefore appear that a larval hostplant shift to 
Ebenaceae has occurred twice, and independently, in the Aphnaeinae. 
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Table 1 – Larval hostplant records for the genus Phasis. 
 

SPECIES HOSTPLANT REFERENCE 

Phasis clavum clavum Rhus sp. (now Searsia sp.). Clark & Dickson, 1971; Piketberg. 

Phasis clavum Melianthus sp. Kroon, 1999; locality and subspecies not 
specified. 

Phasis braueri Searsia longispina (Eckl. & Zeyh.) Moffett. Clark, 1942; mistakenly for P. thero. 

Phasis braueri Melianthus sp. Kroon, 1999; locality not specified. 

Phasis pringlei Melianthus major L. Williams, 1996; Farm Voëlfontein, near 
Sutherland. 

Phasis pringlei Rhus sp. (now Searsia sp.). Kroon, 1999; locality not specified. 

Phasis thero Melianthus sp. Murray, 1939; locality and subspecies not 
specified. 

Phasis thero Rhus sp. (now Searsia sp.). Dickson, in Murray, 1939; locality and 
subspecies not specified. 

Phasis thero Melianthus major L. Clark & Dickson, 1952; locality and 
subspecies not specified. 

Phasis thero Searsia longispina (Eckl. & Zeyh.) Moffett. Clark & Dickson, 1952; locality and 
subspecies not specified. 

Phasis thero Searsia incisa (L.f.) F.A. Barkley. Pringle et al., 1994; locality and 
subspecies not specified. 

Phasis thero Searsia undulata (Jacq.) T.S. Yi, A.J. Mill. & J. Wen Pringle et al., 1994; locality and 
subspecies not specified. 

 
   . 

Please refer to “Spring in the Cape” later in this newsletter   

https://metamorphosis.org.za/?p=articles&s=atb
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Acontiinae (Wolf-Achim and Hanna Roland) 
 
In September 2022 Volume 3 of the series Moths of Africa, edited by H.H. Hacker, was published. 
It covers Acontiinae and includes Aediini. 
 
ISBN 978-3-9820357-3-4 

 
Hermann Hacker has worked for many years on the African Noctuidae (1-3). The new book 
describes 5 new genera, 3 newly described subgenera, 32 new species and 6 new subspecies. 
 
Refer to the link below: 
 

Moths of Africa - Volume 3 
 
Many Acontia species are transferred to the genera Emmelia, Metapioplasta and Protarache and 
the revival of the genus Emmelia, for many African Acontia species, changes the overall 
taxonomic picture. 
 
According to Hacker, Emmelia is the second largest group of species in the family Acontiinae, 
comprising 65 species in Africa, of which 14 species are found in South Africa and/or Namibia.  
“Emmelia species can be differentiated from Acontia by features of both habitus and genitalia. 
With few exceptions Emmelia species are small and relatively dark…” – like e.g. Emmelia antica. 
 
The most well-known Acontia in Europe is Acontia trabealis – now Emmelia trabealis – occurring 
from Southern Germany till North Africa and far into Asia.  

 
 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The decorative species Acontia guttifera is now back to Genus Emmelia 
 

 
   
   

 

Emmelia antica Emmelia trabealis (copyright by Andreas 
Manz, Saarbrücken,Germany) 

Emmelia guttifera 

http://www.esperiana.net/vol-3-1.html
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Also, the following three relatively dark species are now placed in the Genus Emmelia. 
 

   
Emmelia aureola    Emmelia imitatrix 

 

 
Emmelia conifrons 

 

Further name changes affect Acontia natalis and A. nephelia as well as A. tinctilis. 
 

   
 Emmelia natalis    Emmelia nephelia 

 

   
Emmelia tinctilis    Protarache melaphora 
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In 2010 Hacker transferred Protarache melaphora to genus Acontia. Based on DNA barcodes and 
other considerations, he has now reversed his decision. 
 
Another genus, which is not found as an active genus on the website AfroMoths.net – only as a 
synonym - is Metapioplasta. Its type species is Metapioplasta simo, formerly Acontia simo. It 
should occur in South Africa, but has never been posted on the website inaturalist.org;  it is largely 
allopatric to Metapioplasta insocia. 
 
 

   
Metapioplasta insocia 

 

Two of the seven African species transferred to this genus, are the well-known  
 

 
Metapioplasta transfigurata and  Metapioplasta gratiosa 
 

The Aediini, attributed so far as a tribe of Acontiinae are included in the book as an independent 
complex Aediinae. 
 

1. Revision of the genus Acontia, H.H. Hacker et.al., Esperiana 14 (2008) 
2. Revision of the genus Acontia, H.H. Hacker et. al.; Corrigenda and Supplementa, Esperiana 15 (2010) 
3. H.H. Hacker et. al., Two new Acontia species from Madagascar, Esperiana 16 (2011) 

 
Copyright for all photos by the authors except E. trabealis. 
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An African Butterfly list for GBIF 
 
GBIF - the Global Biodiversity Information Facility - is an international network and data 
infrastructure funded by the world's governments and aimed at providing anyone, anywhere, open 
access to data about all types of life on Earth.  
 
Representatives of GBIF are currently at ABRI (Nairobi, Kenya), collecting data. 
 
Jeremy Lindsell, Director of Science and Conservation at A Rocha International, is trying to 
produce a consistent and comprehensive list of African butterflies but has experienced several 
problems with existing lists. 
 
In a significant commendation for LepSoc Africa, it has been decided to adopt the Afrotropical 
Butterflies checklist, as prepared by Mark Williams, for the GBIF dataset. I’ve told Jeremy - the 
other Jeremy - that he can look forward to a comprehensive list of English names for all African 
butterflies (species and subspecies): Africa will become the first biogeographical region to 
accomplish this feat. 

 
Butterfly numbers in the UK lowest since surveys began 
 
Despite a summer of glorious sunshine in the UK (according to this report), fewer butterflies than 
ever were recorded in the world’s largest citizen science insect count. On average, fewer than nine 
butterflies per count were spotted in this summer’s Big Butterfly Count, the lowest in the 13 years 
of Butterfly Conservation’s popular July recording scheme. 

It is the third year in a row that the count has recorded its lowest-ever average abundance, a 
worrying sign that once-common flying insects are continuing to disappear from Britain. 
 

British Butterfly Count 

 
Hluhluwe Game Reserve (Mark Liptrot) 
 
Mark Liptrot visited Hluhluwe between the 27 and 30 September.  
 

A trail from Mndindini Camp and back 

 
Gardening for Butterflies (Charles Botha) 

 
Charles and Julia Botha have published their latest “Gardening for Biodiversity” article in African 
Wildlife & Environment magazine.  
 
The article, titled “A Rhapsody in Blue”, features Plumbago auriculata.  
 

Gardening for Butterflies   

https://bigbutterflycount.butterfly-conservation.org/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/sep/28/record-low-number-british-butterflies-baffles-scientists-annua-big-butterfly-count
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/oct/07/number-of-butterflies-in-the-uk-at-a-record-low-survey-finds
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/may/05/flying-insect-numbers-have-plunged-by-60-since-2004-gb-survey-finds
file:///C:/Users/user/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/Despite%20a%20summer%20of%20glorious%20sunshine,%20fewer%20butterflies%20than%20ever%20were%20recorded%20in%20the%20world’s%20largest%20citizen%20science%20insect%20count
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rpfa5fngub02pb4/Hluhluwe-iMfolosi%20report%20Sept%202022.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/no0oa4lzpygpauz/GARDENING%20FOR%20BIODIVERSITY.pdf?dl=0
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Middle East Butterfly Conference 
 
Dubi Benyamini reports that the fourth International Congress 
(Butterflies of the Middle East) will take place on Thursday 01 
June 2023 at the Steinhardt Natural History Museum, Tel Aviv, 
Israel.  
 
Israel is an amazing country – why not use this as an opportunity 
to escape the South African winter and visit a land seeped in 
history, studded with landscapes (and containing quite a few 
butterflies)? 

 
Test Tube Racks 
 
I’m having some custom-made test tube racks manufactured. These hold 
100 standard 12 mm test tubes and are free to anyone providing DNA 
samples for the Aloeides, Thestor or Spialia projects. 
 
If anyone else wants one, the price is R 200 each; if you order five or 
more, I will have your name engraved on the boxes. 
 
 

Moths of Africa 3 
 
Dirk Stadie has announced that Moths of Africa, Volume 3 (Acontiinae) has been published; the 
authors are Hermann Hacker, Ralf Fiebig, Barry Goater, Hans-Peter Schreier and Dirk Stadie. 
 
Dirk and Ralf will be familiar to those of you who attended LepSoc Africa’s Madagascar 
Lepidoptera Workshop in April 2018. 
 
The book is available through NHBS in the UK for £275. I’ll see if we can import  a batch to South 
Africa in the not-too-distant future. 
 

 
 
  

Apharitis cilissa 
Heftiba, Israel 

Jeremy Dobson 
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Butterflies of the Levant: Volume 3 – Nymphalidae  

(Dubi Benyamini)  
 
I incorrectly listed the price of Butterflies of the Levant: Volume 3 as R1 800 in July’s newsletter. 
This is the discounted price but doesn’t include postage and customs charges. The price should 
be R2 350, which is still less than what you pay for the book in the UK (about R2 450), before you 
consider getting the book to SA. 
 
I’ve still got two editions of Butterflies of the Levant: Volume 2 (Papilionidae, Pieridae and 
Hesperiidae), which are available for R1 600. As above, this is a significantly discounted price. 
 
The two remaining volumes in the series (Volume 1 and Volume 4) haven’t yet been published. 

 
Wildflowers of the Waterberg (Warwick Tarboton) 
 
LepSoc Africa members Warwick and Michèle Tarboton have co-
authored Wildflowers of the Waterberg. 

 
The book received a glowing review in December’s Veld & Flora and 
includes photos of a couple of butterflies that Warwick photographed 
(and Mark Williams identified) during a butterfly-trip to Bateleur. 
 
Lavishly illustrated with over 2000 photographs and more than a 
hundred line-drawings, Wildflowers of the Waterberg describes and 
illustrates 661 species of wildflowers that occur in this 
topographically diverse region in northern South Africa.  
 
If you’d like a copy of the book, please contact Warwick at warwick@warwicktarboton.co.za  
 
You can view a sample via the link below: 
 

Wildflowers of the Waterberg 

 
Butterflies of Botswana (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
The initial print-run of Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and 
their Natural History by Steve Collins, Jeremy Dobson and Mark 
Williams has sold out. 
 
Our printer, LepSoc Africa’s Andrew Mayer of Global Print has printed a 
second batch of 50 soft-cover and 50 hard-cover books. The price has 
increased slightly to R 650 and R 950 respectively; please contact me at 
jchdobson@gmail.com should you wish to buy a copy of this book. 

 
  

file:///C:/Users/user/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/warwick@warwicktarboton.co.za
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2v8nj0j9idktx3y/wildflower%20book%20sample.pdf?dl=0
mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
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What an experience! Featuring in the final episode of “Bewonder en 
Bewaar” on Channel 144, kykNET (DStv)  
(Reinier Terblanche) 
 
LepSoc Africa’s Reinier Terblanche was recently featured on prime-time TV 
 
“Bewonder en bewaar” is an Afrikaans TV series about people working with certain species or 
groups of organisms. It was great that the butterflies featured in the final episode that had been 
broadcasted on Channel 144, kykNET (DStv) in a prime time 20:00 on Sunday 9 October 2022, 
with some repeats during the week that followed. What a great experience! I have gained such 
respect for the team, Bonné de Bod and Susan Scott. This is the team that have also produced 
the award-winning film, “Stroop” about rhino poaching.  
 
An aspect of the butterfly research 
that featured in this episode was 
the Kalahari Butterfly Migration, 
with a focus on the Shepherd’s 
trees (Boscia albitrunca) that are 
used by Belenois aurota (Brown-
veined White/ Pioneer Caper 
White). The timing of the filming 
was before the migration will 
commence and highlighted the 
individual host plant trees, marked 
for further research, and ready to 
support the next migration.  
 
Some hilltopping butterfly species such as Tylopaedia sardonyx (King Copper) and Cigaritis 
natalensis (Glitter Silverline) also starred and I wonder if the King Copper has ever been on TV. A 
personal history of how I got involved into butterflies since childhood days and some of the 
challenges met, to make butterflies part of a career, were also presented.  
 
The filming of the fieldwork part of the episode, at the magnificent Tswalu Kalahari Reserve, took 
three days during September 2022. It was hard work, starting early in the morning until dark and 
even during the dark (for shots of the night sky full of stars in the vast Kalahari). Brown-hyaenas 
took interest in some camera equipment and caused a few scary moments. Dylan Smith, manager 
at the Dedeben Research Centre of the Tswalu Kalahari Reserve has been most helpful 
throughout. All together I have learnt a lot, being exposed to the genius of Susan Scott to set up 
and direct scenes and the sharp questions of Bonné de Bod. How they keep all the thoughts 
together, is a mystery to me! I stepped up during the interviews and we had lots of laughs in 
between. I got the most wonderful positive feedback about the episode that included 
communications from my primary school teachers as well as executives who worked for media in 
various spheres, in the past. This means that an audience has been reached for the smaller 
animals such as butterflies and for the people working with them, and for that I am most grateful.  
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11th Oppenheimer Research Conference, 5-7 October 2022: 
Changing the conversation around conservation  
(Reinier Terblanche) 
 
I joined the 11th Oppenheimer Research Conference from 5-7 
October 2022, Midrand, South Africa. The theme of this research 
conference, which was attended by more than 380 delegates 
from 23 countries, was “Changing the conversation around 
conservation”. Some highlights include the unbelievable story 
and film footage presented by Derick and Beverly Joubert, the 
message to keep on exploring from Lee Berger, the profound 
outline of challenges in the conservation scene in Africa by Irene 
Amoke and the way forward in addressing conservation issues 
in a challenging socio-economic environment, by Minister 
Barbara Creecy. Certainly, such as explained by Nicky and 
Jonathan Oppenheimer, we need to look at solutions to mitigate 
environmental and conservation tipping points across Africa. For 
me the diversity of presentations and debate, not less those of 
the panel discussions, at the interface of economic 
developments in Africa, was most refreshing.  
 
I presented one poster presentation and gave one oral presentation. My oral presentation was 
about “The nature of the Kalahari Butterfly Migration in some numbers.” I presented some of the 
data from counting butterflies. One dataset, which was obtained into the first Covid lockdown in 
2020, at a residence at Potchefstroom in the North West Province, noted the migration of 
Catopsilia florella (African Migrant) into the month of May 2020!. The data confirmed how 
Catopsilia florella (African Migrant) takes the migration over from Belenois aurota (Brown-veined 
White/ Pioneer Caper White) towards late summer and early autumn, but with some “switches” at 
times. Because of the effort of counting butterflies (and not only doing ad-hoc observations) I 
recorded up to 21 butterfly species that take part in the Kalahari Butterfly Migration! A slide was 
shown that reported, at the very least, more than 6 million Belenois aurota (Brown-veined White/ 
Pioneer Caper White) which crossed a 500 km belt-transect, in only 15 minutes, during the height 
of the Kalahari Butterfly Migration in January 2020. The research confirms return flights among 
partaking butterfly species for the first time, given that sufficient incidences of this phenomenon 
have been observed. This changes the understanding of the migration. These observations further 
underscore the advantages of using timed butterfly counts at Pollard walk transects and 
rectangular sample plots. The presentation ended with the conclusion that the sheer number of 
butterflies that migrate during the Kalahari Butterfly Migration embodies one of the most 
remarkable migration events on the earth.  
 
The poster that I presented at this conference reported butterfly host plant species and life 
histories at the Tswalu Kalahari Reserve, Northern Cape Province, South Africa. Observations 
made at the Tswalu Kalahari Reserve confirm the importance of butterfly life history studies 
conducted on a regional basis. Since July 2013, host plant species were recorded for 39 butterfly 
species at this reserve, of which several comprise new host plant species records for these 
butterfly species. In the cases of the butterfly species Acraea stenobea, Acraea trimeni and Colotis 
lais the first ever records were made of host plant species, larvae and pupae. The frequent use of 
Cadaba aphylla as a host plant by Colotis lais and Colotis euippe omphale correlates with the 
abundances of these two butterfly species at riparian zones within the reserve.  
  

Reflecting on a diverse and most thought-
provoking Oppenheimer Research 

Conference 2022 
Photo: Reinier Terblanche 
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Early stages of some ant-associated butterfly species, of which 
the larvae go “underground” during the day, were photographed 
and described for the first time as part of this project. It was 
found that larvae of Lepidochrysops patricia at the reserve 
initially feed on the plant species Lantana rugosa. Subsequently, 
during later instars, the larvae of this butterfly species become 
predacious and feed on ant brood of a Camponotus species.  
 
The poster demonstrated that life-history information of this 
nature is imperative towards understanding these butterflies’ 
landscape ecology. Another exciting development is the 
collaboration with the renowned botanical artist Gillian Condy, 
that centres on botanical art and butterfly life history studies 
conducted within the reserve. The results will be entered into this 
next season of the Caterpillar Rearing Group.  
 
Follow or search @oppgenrc, Oppenheimer Generations 
Research & Conservation and Tswalu Kalahari Butterflies for 
more information and updates on forthcoming events and 
research progress.        
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Poster that was presented by Reinier 
Terblanche at the 11th Oppenheimer 

Research Conference, 5-7 October 2022, 
South Africa. The poster included some of 
the results of the life history research that 

is conducted at the Tswalu Kalahari 
Reserve, Northern Cape, South Africa.  

Photo: Christian Terblanche 
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Aloeides molomo and the Lesser Black-backed Gull (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
Some of you may be familiar with the fascinating evolutionary history of the European Herring Gull 
(Larus argentatus) and Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus fuscus). These birds are both found in the 
UK; they are readily identifiable and apparently never mate with each other. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If, however, one follows the distribution of the Herring Gull westwards from the UK, there is a 
gradual transition in their appearance: they look less and less like Herring Gulls and more and 
more like Lesser Black-backed Gulls, until the birds circumnavigate the world and meet, as 
different species, in Europe. This is one of the best-known examples of a “ring species”.  
 
It should be appreciated that, if we took samples of Gulls from closely spaced points along the 
“ring” (other than Europe), they would look very similar to one another and would certainly be able 
to mate and produce viable offspring.  
 
I found some short DNA sequences of these birds on Genbank (not COI barcodes) and they were 
almost identical! Anyway, for this exercise, let’s suppose that the Pair Wise Distance (PWD) 
between Herring Gull and Lesser Black-backed Gull barcodes is a solid 2,5%; the circumference 
of the Earth at the latitude of the UK (approximately 50° N) is about 25 000 km and the barcode 
difference progresses linearly at a rate of about 1% per 10 000 km. 
 
Let’s also assume, hypothetically, that there exists a subspecies of Herring Gull 5 000 km west of 
the UK called canada and a subspecies of Lesser Black-backed Gull 5 000 km east of the UK 
called russia. These two subspecies would each be separated from their respective nominate taxa 
by a PWD of 0,5% and from each other by 1,5%. 
 
No problem so far, but what if we looked at birds 180° from the UK in both an easterly and 
westerly direction? These could equally well be called subspecies japan of either the Herring Gull 
or of the Lesser Black-backed Gull. For the sake of argument, let’s say we decided to call them 
Herring Gulls; the fact remains that as we travel west from Japan along the ring, we will soon meet 
subspecies russia of the Lesser Back-backed Gull. We will have two “species” that not only look 
the same, but which could mate and produce viable offspring. 
 
The taxonomic problem with the Gulls is that we have intermediates that still exist: in a sense, 
evolutionary time has been replaced by physical distance. It is only at the extremities of this 
evolutionary journey (which happen to occur at the same point on Earth) that the Gulls are 
sufficiently different to be considered separate species. 
 
  

European Herring Gull 
Larus argentatus 

Wikipedia 

 

Lesser Black-backed Gull 
Larus fuscus 

Wikipedia 
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What’s this got to do with Aloeides molomo you ask impatiently? Well, an evolutionary journey 
doesn’t necessarily have to follow a complete circle: it can just as easily progress from point A to 
point B, with intermediates all the way along the path. I believe Mottled Russet (Aloeides molomo) 
is an example of this. 
 
At present, there are six described subspecies of Aloeides molomo: molomo, coalescens, 
handmani, kiellandi, krooni and mumbuensis. Currently, I’ve only got barcodes for molomo and 
handmani, although I’m expecting sequences for krooni shortly and Ian Waters has collected 
samples of coalescens from Zimbabwe. 
 
I’ve indicated the approximate distributions of the various subspecies on the map below. It is quite 
possible that other molomo colonies occur between the indicated zones, or that significant “gaps” 
exist within the highlighted areas. Whether this butterfly spread from north to south, or vice versa 
(and whether there are any forks) are some of the questions we hope to answer shortly. 
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The PWD between A. molomo molomo from Barberton, South Africa and A. molomo handmani 
from Nyika Plateau, Malawi, is 5,4%, which in my book indicates that these are different species. I 
suspect that the PWD between A.m. krooni and A.m. kiellandi (once we have this information) will 
be even greater. 
 
If you believe that the magnitude of barcode-difference does not correlate with differences in 
nuclear DNA, think again. Errors in base-pair linkages are rare - they occur at an average rate of 
about 1 in 50 million pairings. This may not sound much, until you consider the huge number of 
nucleotides present in the genome. On average there will be about 100 copying-errors in every 
single human egg or sperm cell. Given two million years of genetic isolation of populations 
(barcode differences of about 5 or 6 percent) there will be large differences in the respective 
genomes, irrespective of whether these variations are targeted by natural selection or not. While 
individual genes and their associated phenotypes may appear similar, the DNA sequences will be 
riddled with nucleotide differences. Natural selection will mitigate the number of permanent 
copying errors (significantly detrimental, or lethal copying errors won’t survive) and the errors 
might represent a very small percentage of the genome, but they are still significant. In my opinion, 
based on existing taxonomy, butterflies with barcode differences in excess of 5% should be 
treated as separate species, unless there is compelling evidence to the contrary.  
 
While A. m. molomo and A. m. handmani clearly have a common ancestor and they look similar, 
they are separated on an evolutionary pathway of about two million years and should be 
considered different species. Although these butterflies would never meet in the wild, I’m 
reasonably certain that if they did, after two million years of separation, they wouldn’t “recognize” 
each other genetically. What about other members of the molomo family?  
 
Barcodes, once we receive them, may clarify the situation - or they might not. I suspect that, like 
the Gulls, we have a continuum, where only widely separated butterflies on the evolutionary 
pathway could reasonably be considered different species. We can describe as many subspecies 
as we wish, but it doesn’t alter the fact that at some point we will have species-boundaries 
between populations of very similar butterflies. It is possible that barcode differences may justify 
raising some, or all, of the molomo subspecies, to full species. This won’t settle the problem - 
there will always be intermediates! 
 
I’m confident that our forthcoming paper will help resolve the Aloeides puzzle, and that we will 
undertake this task with as much consistency as possible. It must be appreciated however that 
staking out Aloeides species boundaries is, to an extent, merely putting pegs in the sand. At least 
it is our sand, and they will be our pegs! 

  

Aloeides molomo molomo 
Stofberg, South Africa  
Afrotropical Butterflies 

Aloeides molomo handmani 
Nyika Plateau, Malawi  
Afrotropical Butterflies 
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Canon EOS R7 - two months later (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
I wrote a brief article regarding the new mirrorless Canon R7 in September’s newsletter and 
thought it might be worthwhile to record my experiences two months later. 
 
I’d say that, overall, I’m very happy with the camera: it appears to be reliable and has passed the 
“being dropped” and “bashed against rocks” tests without complaint. The “submerged in water” 
test may have to wait for Cameroon later this month. 
 
The reservations I have are as follows: 
 
I’d hoped that the ability to view images via a screen, rather than 
through a viewfinder, would be a game-changer for butterfly 
photography. Theoretically, one should be able to stand more than 
half a metre further from a butterfly than normal, and gently move 
the camera towards the subject without disturbing it. In practice, at 
least with Highveld spring butterflies, this doesn’t work: you simply 
can’t see a small brown butterfly against a large brown background 
using the screen, especially in harsh sunlight. I’ve tried randomly 
touching points on the screen (you can both focus and take a shot in 
this manner), but this is a bit like a game of battleships, played in the 
dark with a moving target. 
 
You can record your images in a range of formats, but I use RAW as this retains all the information 
related to your pictures. There are two problems however. Firstly, the files are massive - more 
than 30 MB for a single photo. Secondly, Canon have introduced a new CR3 file system, which 
several photo editing programs (including my version of Adobe Photoshop) do not recognise. You 
can open the images using the standard Windows “Photos” software (you may need an upgrade), 
although there isn’t too much you can do with this program. What happens when you open a 
picture is that you, fleetingly, see a bright, colourful looking JPG image, which rapidly reverts to a 
dull, washed-out looking CR3 photo. Sometimes you can “rescue” the picture somewhat using the 
“Photos” tools, but often you cannot. By the way, if you think that digital manipulation of pictures is 
“cheating” you should see the massive degree of picture enhancement, done behind the scenes, 
in producing a normal JPG file. Canon have their own photo editing software “Digital Photo 
Professional 4”, which is a free download – you just need the serial number of your camera. Why 
this isn’t included on a disc with your new Canon camera I’ll never know. Anyway, the Canon 
software seems pretty good and has a “shadow” slider, which is a useful tool. With bird 
photography, haze is often the major problem, and this can be mitigated with programs like Adobe 
Lightroom. With butterflies, shadows tend to be more of an issue.  
 
Why shoot RAW in the first place? It's a reasonable question and, 99% of the time, there is no real 
advantage. You need to appreciate however that with a compressed file format (JPG, PNG, TIFF 
etc), you are losing information. You can always generate a JPG from a RAW file, but you can 
never recover the information that is “lost” when shooting in JPG. 
 
I mentioned in September’s article that focussing on the R7 is automatic and instantaneous, but 
this is only true if you are using mirrorless (RF) lenses. With a standard (EF) lens, plus an adapter-
ring, focussing is quick, but often requires a bit of a manual “nudge”. A mirrorless Canon 100 mm 
macro lens is available for about R24 000 - I might speak to Santa about this. Should a mirrorless 
180 mm macro come on the market I’d definitely be interested, although for this I might need to 
pull in Santa, the Tooth Fairy and the Easter Bunny. 

  

UV filter, having taken one for the 
team 
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Spring in the Cape (Jeremy Dobson and Mark Williams) 
 
Mark Williams and I set off for a relatively brief Northern Cape / Western Cape trip on 5 
September. I’m always keen for a visit to the West Coast in late August / early September, as for 
me, this signifies the start of the butterfly season in South Africa. Having visited the N Cape 
(Springbok area) several times in the last few years, Mark and I decided to do something slightly 
different, and focused on the southern parts of the N Cape and the northern parts of the W Cape. 
 
Day 1 (5 September) involved a fairly long, but relatively uneventful drive to Carnarvon. We 
stopped (briefly) near the Vaal River near Warrenton, but little was flying. Our accommodation in 
Carnarvon was the Karoo Lodge, a nice self-catering place managed by Marie Jacobs (082 921 
8469). 
 
Day 2 (6 September). Keiskei Road, about 50 km south of Calvinia, was our first stop. The Google 
lady ignored a couple of “Trespassers will be prosecuted” signs and got us to our destination 
without too many other problems. The site was looking really good, with several Northern 
Roggeveld Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops jamesi claassensi) and Kamieskroon Beaufort Opal 
(Chrysoritis beaufortia stepheni) on the wing. Highland Namaqua Arrowhead (Phasis clavum 
erythema), which I’d found at a nearby hill, on the same day the year before, was absent apart 
from a single worn male.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warrior Silver-spotted Copper 
Argyraspodes argyraspis 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Kamieskroon Beaufort Opal (f) 
Chrysoritis beaufortia stepheni 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Kamieskroon Beaufort Opal (m) 
Chrysoritis beaufortia stepheni 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Northern Roggeveld Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops jamesi claassensi 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Roggeveld Netted Brown 
Pseudonympha trimenii nieuwveldensis 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Roggeveld Netted Brown 
Pseudonympha trimenii nieuwveldensis 

Keiskei Road, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Next up was a brief stop at Hantam Botanical Garden, Nieuwoudtville. I’m not going to pretend 
that this involved a comprehensive survey of this National Botanical Garden, but we found Hantam 
Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops mcgregori) flying in good numbers.  
 

 
 

A brief visit to the cliffs overlooking Vanrhyns Pass yielded nothing, which was surprising as it 
looked great. It may have been too wet - there was standing water everywhere. We rounded off 
the day with a visit to the Nieuwoudtville Waterfall: several Northern Donkey Rippled Opal 
(Chrysoritis zonarius coetzeri), but not much else. Finding accommodation in Vanrynsdorp in the 
flower season is difficult, and this year was no exception. I’d phoned Charlize Smit (+27 78 137 
4873) earlier, looking for a room. Although she was fully booked, she offered to find us a place, 
which she did (8 Uitsig St, Bianca du Toit 082 331 2852). 
 
Day 3 (7 September). We started the day with a trip to the Gifberg. A few years ago, Mark had 
found some Giant Honey Flower (Melianthus major) near a stream on the mountain; sure enough, 
there were a couple of Cederberg Silver Arrowhead (Phasis thero cedarbergae) flying around 
these bushes, but not much else could be found. The hilltops yielded nothing: we were apparently 
too early for the local Lepidochysops.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hantam Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops mcgregori 

Hantam B G, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Vanrhyns Pass, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Northern Donkey Rippled Opal Chrysoritis 
zonarius coetzeri 

Nieuwoudtville Waterfall, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Cederberg Silver Arrowhead  
Phasis thero cedarbergae 

Gifberg, W Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Pointed Russet 
Aloeides apicalis 
Gifberg, W Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Star Opal  
Chrysoritis thysbe thysbe 
Lamberts Bay, W Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 
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Next stop was Lamberts Bay. Transnet have closed off the road north of the town, so we couldn’t 
visit the spot I used to go to; we found some similar looking dunes south of Lamberts Bay, which 
contained the usual suspects: Red Russet (Aloeides thyra thyra), Star Opal (Chrysoritis thysbe 
thysbe), Silver Arrowhead (Phasis thero thero) and a couple of Droplet Rippled Opal (Chrysoritis 
felthami felthami); no Sand-dune Opal (Chrysoritis pyroeis pyroeis) unfortunately. 
 
We headed for Het Kruis, home of Western King Copper (Tylopaedia sardonyx peringueyi). I saw 
three peringueyi but could not get close to any of them; other butterflies at the locality included 
Warrior Silver-spotted Copper (Argyraspodes argyraspis), Donkey Rippled Opal (Chrysoritis 
zonarius zonarius) and the ubiquitous Boland Brown (Melampias huebneri huebneri). We’d 
intended to fit in a visit to Malmesbury to look for Wineland Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops 
bacchus), but we were out of time, so took a leisurely drive to our accommodation that evening, 
the excellent Witzenberg Guest Farm at Wolseley (Tienie 082 922 8956). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Day 4 (8 September). The following morning saw us at Verkykerskloof, the locality for Wolseley 
Skolly (Thestor strutti). The road up the hillside is badly washed away, and Andrew Morton had 
warned me about dongas and a rock in the middle of the road – he wasn’t exaggerating about the 
“rock”. 
 
I’ve now visited this site twice, in the butterfly’s flight period, without seeing a single strutti; Mark 
and I searched the site and surrounding areas thoroughly and I’m fairly certain that the butterfly 
wasn’t flying (Mark did at least find Andrew Morton’s hat). One problem might be that all the flatter 
areas on the mountain were saturated after recent rains; not great for Anoplolepis ants (we didn’t 
see any) or presumably Thestor strutti. According to Andrew however, the site is often 
waterlogged during the butterfly’s flight period, so this doesn’t explain the absence of strutti. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Western King Copper  
Tylopaedia sardonyx peringueyi 

Het Kruis, W Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Donkey Rippled Opal  
Chrysoritis felthami felthami 

Gifberg, W Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 
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We left Wolseley and headed for Sutherland (at 120 km/h-ish), reaching the “Jagged Rocks” at 
about 14h30. No Broad-bordered Russet (Aloeides kaplani) unfortunately, but Midas Golden Opal 
(Chrysoritis midas) was flying in large numbers. There were a few Violet Opal (Chrysoritis 
violescens) and, rather surprisingly, a couple of Highland Namaqua Arrowhead (Phasis clavum 
erythema) - no Roggeveld Arrowhead (Phasis pringlei). We saw a couple of Roggeveld Beaufort 
Opal (Chrysoritis beaufortia sutherlandensis) at the “Golf Ball” and headed for our accommodation 
that evening, the quirky Die Heks se Huis (Marita Britz 064 657 0693). 
 
 

 
Day 5 (9 September). We first visited Quaggafontein, northwest of Sutherland, in search of Black-
tipped Beaufort Opal (Chrysoritis beaufortia charlesi). When we arrived at my “pin” I was a bit 
unsure of the exact locality, so we drove on a few kilometres until I recognised a rocky ridge that 
I’d visited with Harald Selb and Chris Dobson in October 2008. We explored the area and, sure 
enough, there were a few Highland Namaqua Arrowhead (Phasis clavum erythema) on the wing. 
The larval host plant of this butterfly is not Rhus / Searsia as recorded in the literature, but 
Diospyros (refer to “A new larval hostplant record for Phasis clavum erythema” on p. 12).  

 
Retracing our steps, we searched (briefly) for charlesi and found a few, although they weren’t very 
common. Males of this species are avid Hilltoppers, and they were being joined by a couple of 
Grassveld Sandman (Agyllia agylla agylla). 
 
  

Roggeveld Beaufort Opal  
Chrysoritis beaufortia sutherlandensis 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Midas Golden Opal (m) 
Chrysoritis midas 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Midas Golden Opal (f) 
Chrysoritis midas 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Highland Namaqua Arrowhead  
Phasis clavum erythema 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Black-tipped Beaufort Opal 
Chrysoritis beaufortia charlesi 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Grassveld Sandman 
Agyllia agylla agylla 
Sutherland, N Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 
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We headed for Hottentotsfontein, southeast of Sutherland, in search of Sutherland Giant Cupid 
(Lepidochrysops jamesi jamesi). I was reasonably confident of finding this butterfly: the weather 
was perfect, the habitat looked great, and we’d found subspecies L. j. claassensi a few days prior. 
Nonetheless, we didn’t find a single jamesi, despite an extensive search. There were a few other 
butterflies to keep us interested however, such as Violet Opal (Chrysoritis violescens) and 
Roggeveld Russet (Aloeides vansoni). Interestingly, Mark found a couple of Azure Opal 
(Chrysoritis azurius) in a small gulley, not much larger than a highway drainage channel: this 
butterfly doesn’t need much topography to work with to find its niche! 
 
 

 
We completed the butterfly part of the day looking for further azurius east of Sutherland, before 
heading back to the Karoo Lodge in Carnarvon.  
 
Day 6 (10 September) entailed the long journey home, broken by brief, and fruitless, searches for 
butterflies at Warrenton and Christiana.  
 
We both agreed that it had been a really good trip, and it scored a solid 7,5 out of 10 in my book! 
 

  

Violet Opal  
Chrysoritis violescens 
Sutherland, N Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 
 

Roggeveld Russet 
Aloeides vansoni 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Azure Opal 
Chrysoritis azurius 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 
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A Mpumalanga trip – October 2022 (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
Partly due to my COREL commitments I visited Barberton on 13 October although, to be honest, I 
don’t need much excuse to look for butterflies within the magical Mountainlands Nature Reserve. 
 
I travelled to Mpumalanga a day earlier and visited a few butterfly-spots enroute. First up was a 
site a few kilometres east of Dullstroom. This is a locality for Restless Cupid (Orachrysops 
lacrimosa), although I only saw a single, female specimen. Red-banded Widow (Dingana alticola) 
was equally scarce; I did at least see several Freckled Ranger (Trida barberae barberae), feeding 
on flowers next to the road. 

 
Next stop was Long Tom Pass. I’d expected to see several 
Narrow-banded Widow (Dingana angusta) - Herman Staude had 
found them on Robbers Pass a week earlier - but I only saw two. 
I did at least find some nice Aloeides near the Mauchsberg 
tower; possibly Escarpment Russet (Aloeides dryas), but they 
look more like Mountain Russet (Aloeides titei) to me. There 
were also a couple of Small Mountain Russet (Aloeides oreas); I 
provisionally list oreas from Long Tom, although I hope to get 
barcode-confirmation soon. 
 
Mac-Mac Falls, north of Sabie, is usually good at this time of 
year, but it appeared that I was too late this season: I saw a 
couple of Sabie Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops irvingi), but no 
Violescent Cupid (Orachrysops violescens). I rounded off the butterfly part of the day with a brief 
stop in the Crocodile Gorge, east of Mbombela (Nelspruit). It was very hot and dry with little flying, 
apart from a few hardy beasts, such as Southern Veined Arab (Colotis vesta argillaceus). 
 

Black-bordered Babul Blue  
Azanus moriqua 

Dullstroom, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Restless Cupid 
Orachrysops lacrimosa 

Dullstroom, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Freckled Ranger 
Trida barberae barberae 
Dullstroom, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 
 

African Angled Grass Yellow  
Terias desjardinsii regularis 

Nelspruit, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Southern Veined Arab 
Colotis vesta argillaceus 
Nelspruit, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 
 

Green-marbled Sandman 
Gomalia elma 

Nelspruit, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Mountain Russet 
Aloeides titei 

Long Tom Pass, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Perhaps it’s a result of social media, but these days word travels fast in the butterfly world. I’d 
contacted Mpumalanga Park’s Malcolm Bain to see whether he wanted to join me at 
Mountainlands (he did); Lourens Erasmus drove to Barberton to join us and Reinier Terblanche 
(indirectly) cost me a speeding-fine: it’s difficult to talk passionately about butterflies on the phone 
and, at the same time, concentrate on limiting your speed to 80 km/h on a dead-straight section of 
dual carriageway. Lourens joined me for a couple of beers that evening at the wonderful Old 
Coach Road guesthouse, east of Barberton (Adrian and Lilly, 076 928 0014).  
 
Mountainlands is managed by Nico and Delia Oosthuizen, and 
they do a spectacular job: the grassland areas are subjected to 
winter grass burns - in a rotational, mosaic pattern - and look 
fantastic, although I couldn’t help noticing that a few patches are 
showing signs of overgrazing. As usual in SA a compromise must 
be met with the local community, and this involves grazing rights 
for cattle belonging to the residents of the Fairview Mine area. 
This is probably sustainable, provided the number of cattle (unlike 
the human population of the local community) doesn’t double 
every thirty years. We met Delia at the Mountainlands gate; Nico 
was in Costa Rica, fly-fishing for giant Tarpon. Oh, the lifestyles 
of the rich and famous. 
 
Like much of South Africa, Barberton is subject to modern weather, and an “exceptionally” hot and 
dry period had been experienced over the preceding fortnight. This had negatively impacted the 
number of flowers and butterflies, although I’m pleased to report that we found all the Barberton 
specials.  
 
Purple-brown Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops jefferyi) was relatively common (I estimate about 15 
specimens) although all looked worn, and I didn’t see a single female. This used to be considered 
a mid-November butterfly: I think mid-September is probably the right time for this species these 
days. 
 
Barberton Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops swanepoeli) was scarcer (less than 10 adults), although i 
guess these numbers may pick up if there is some rainfall in the following days. Having said that, I 
doubt that there will be any Ocimum obovatum flowers or any Lepidochysops by mid-November. 
 
Barberton Russet (Aloeides barbarae) was scarcer still, although we now know this species has a 
protracted flight period and multiple broods. 

 
  

Lourens Erasmus, Jeremy Dobson and 
Malcolm Bain at Mountainlands 

 
 

Purple-brown Giant Cupid  
Lepidochrysops jefferyi 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Barberton Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops swanepoeli 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Barberton Russet 
Aloeides barbarae 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 
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One shouldn’t expect rare butterflies to be common when common butterflies are scarce, so my 
overall impression is that the Barberton COREL species are doing OK. Due to the mosaic grass 
burning, we were able to compare butterfly-abundance in burnt and unburnt areas. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, Lepidochysops and Aloeides were far more numerous in the burnt areas, as were 
most other species, with the exception of Narrow-banded Widow (Dingana angusta), which was 
strictly confined to the unburnt regions. Light Red Acraea (Acraea nohara nohara) seemed to be 
indifferent as to whether the area had been burnt or not. I saw a single female Basuto Skolly 
(Thestor basuta basuta) fluttering in the grass, but unfortunately, she was dive-bombed by a 
passing jefferyi and disappeared: no photo and no DNA sample for the Thestor Project. 
 
We visited Shiyalongubu in the afternoon which, although dry, had a fair number of White-banded 
Sash (Papilio echerioides echerioides) and Dusted Southern Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio 
ophidicephalus ayresi). The grassland adjacent to Shiyalongubu at the southern boundary of 
Mountainlands contains an Orachrysops (presumably O. lacrimosa) and Sabie Giant Cupid 
(Lepidochrysops irvingi). Although it’s only 4 km from (and 300 m higher than) the nearest 
Lepidochrysops swanepoeli spot, neither L. swanepoeli nor L. jefferyi are found here. In 35° heat, I 
saw a single Orachrysops and a single irvingi. 

On my final day I decided to visit Elandshoogte, as it is (sort of) on the way home. Lourens joined 
me, and we first looked in the forest. Like Shiyalongubu, I thought it was pretty good for October, 
with lots of Mpumalanga Forest King (Charaxes xiphares draconis) and Wolkberg Emperor 
Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus ayresi) on the wing. A welcome surprise was finding a North-
eastern Hillside Brown (Stygionympha scotina coetzeri) mud-puddling in a damp part of the forest. 
There are few records of this butterfly and very little is known about its ecology. In my experience, 
S. s. coetzeri is a bit smaller than S. s. scotina; it is also a forest butterfly (in the same sense that 
Cassionympha cassius is a forest butterfly). I’ll try and get a barcode from a leg sample of this 
specimen. Elandshoogte appears to be the southernmost point of this butterfly’s distribution. 
 

Apricot Russet  
Aloeides aranda 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Escarpment Russet 
Aloeides dryas 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Light Red Acraea 
Acraea nohara nohara 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Speckled Red Acraea 
Acraea violarum violarum 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Variable Bush Brown 
Bicyclus safitza safitza 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

White-banded Sash 
Papilio echerioides echerioides 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 
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We then visited the grassland above the forest, where we met up with Malcolm. To the best of my 
knowledge, Chris Dobson was the first person to look for butterflies here, when he found a colony 
of Aloeides in September 2016. I don’t think they are Small Mountain Russet (Aloeides oreas) - 
the upper-side colour and wing shape is wrong, and, unlike oreas, this population only appears to 
have a single brood in September and October. Another possibility is Cloud Russet (Aloeides 
nubilus), although the butterfly lacks the conspicuous band parallel to the outer margin of the hind 
wing underside. Anyway, I’m expecting mtDNA sequences shortly, which will hopefully shed some 
light on this matter. The grassland - which was unburnt - was thick with Narrow-banded Widow 
(Dingana angusta), although we didn’t find the local Orachrysops or many other butterflies. 

We said farewell to Malcolm and headed for home. There was one further twist - I was a few 
kilometres from Machadodorp when I got a call from Lourens: he’d got a puncture and was battling 
to change his wheel. I headed back and, between us, we managed to change the tyre and get him 
on his way. 
 
Despite the heatwave, it was a good butterfly trip with sightings of some rare species and the 
enjoyable company of Lourens and Malcolm. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Mountainlands / Shiyalongubu checklist 
 
Elandshoogte checklist 

  

North-eastern Hillside Brown 
Stygionympha scotina coetzeri 
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 
 

Mpumalanga Battling Glider 
Cymothoe alcimeda marieps 
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 
 

Cloud Russet 
Aloeides nubilus 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/p8zk4p4q6ysqo1s/Mountainlands%20-%2013%20Oct%202022.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/08bw7imogyr99x7/Elandshoogte%20-%2014%20Oct%202022.pdf?dl=0
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Barberton Butterflies (Lourens Erasmus) 
  

Common Barred Sailer 
Neptis laeta 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Grassveld Russet 
Aloeides swanepoeli 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Southern Gaudy Commodore 
Precis octavia sesamus 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Barberton Russet 
Aloeides barbarae 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Speckled Red Acraea 
Acraea violarum violarum 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

White-banded Sash 
Papilio echerioides echerioides 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Dead-leaf Commodore 
Precis tugela tugela 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Shade Dusky Dart 
Acleros mackenii mackenii 

Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Apricot Russet  
Aloeides aranda 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 
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THE GROOT MARICO – THE PUDDLER’S PARADISE (Lourens Erasmus) 
 
The Groot Marico can only be described as a place of soulful rest and peace.  Which was exactly 
what I needed after a not so pleasant September having spent a couple of days on a drip and 
desperately wanting to explore nature while the sun was out.  So, when I heard, we were going to 
visit Paul and Kathy I was pretty excited, although I didn’t quite know what to expect.  Other than a 
river, loads of birds and no electricity, which fortunately doesn’t faze me much as Eskom has been 
making us used to candle lit dinners and braais. 
 
The Groot Marico is a lovely location, being made up of a river, grasslands, a small savanna area 
and some dolomitic mountain slopes.  This made for great butterfly and dragon fly viewing as the 
area was a lot greener than what I had suspected despite not having had any summer rain yet.   
The first and best place Paul and Kathy took us to a quiet spot next to the river where we had a 
skottel braai which consisted out of bacon, boerewors, toast, fried eggs, and some apple juice:  
the perfect way to start the day. As we went down to the river, we saw that there were a lot of 
muddy areas and with the mud a lot of “mud-puddling blues.”  The one location had 12 different 
species of puddling butterflies, which included: various Babul Blue (Azanus species), Common 
Zebra Blue (Leptotes pirithous pirithous), Blue Pied Pierrot (Zintha hintza hintza), Dotted Pierrot 
(Tarucus sybaris sybaris), Brown Grass Jewel (Freyeria trochilus), African Yellow Pansy (Junonia 
hierta cebrene), Spotted Joker (Byblia ilithyia), Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined White 
(Belenois aurota), Dancing Amber (Telchinia serena), Marsh Patroller (Brakefieldia perspicua 
perspicua), Spotted Sailer (Neptis saclava marpessa) and Pea Blue (Lampides boeticus).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Spotted Sailer  
Neptis saclava marpessa 
Groot Marico, North West 

Lourens Erasmus 
 

Marsh Patroller 
Brakefieldia perspicua perspicua 

Groot Marico, North West 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

African Yellow Pansy 
Junonia hierta cebrene 

Groot Marico, North West 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Clear-spotted Acraea  
Acraea aglaonice 

Groot Marico, North West 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Southern Round-winged Orange Tip 
Colotis euippe omphale 

Groot Marico, North West 
Lourens Erasmus 

 

Brown Playboy 
Deudorix antalus 

Groot Marico, North West 
Lourens Erasmus 
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Next up was a cruise in the Land Rover to a grassland which was pretty good for game viewing as 
we saw some Sable, Impala, Blesbokke, Warthogs,Wildebeest and some Waterbuck. Butterfly 
wise it didn’t include many more species than what was found by the river, with the exception 
being the odd Guineafowl, African Monarch (Plain Tiger) and the occasional Meadow White. As 
we cruised along the property the grassland became more of a savanna, but it was not as good as 
what I had expected with the only really nice butterflies being the Bushveld Charaxes and the Little 
Acraea’s who were unfortunately so turbo charged that I didn’t manage to get any pictures.  The 
rocky areas proved to be a little bit better as I came across a lot of Stam Vrug trees as well as 
some Protea’s which were good for Brown Playboys and Trimen’s Sapphires as well as Clear 
Spotted Acraea’s which was a pleasant surprise.  The day went by really quickly and with 
nighttime approaching it was time for a quick swim and a lovely braai under the stars.  Paul, Kathy 
and Elsje cooked us a delicious supper which consisted of roast potatoes, butternut, fillet, 
boerewors, pot bread, salad and some papaya. A meal fit for a king.  The next morning, we 
decided to do some birding and although I am very new to birds the other 4 are all really good 
birders and helped me to get a couple of new species such as Rock Martins, Blue Billed Teal and 
a Gray Headed King Fisher.  The highlight of the morning for me was when we had a walk along 
the river and came to a secluded “pond” which had a school of about 30 Yellowfish all of which 
were rather big, so I’ll definitely bring a fishing rod the next time I visit. 
 
The Groot Marico did my soul a lot of good and I’d highly recommend this location for anyone in 
need of rest, tranquillity, and peace. 

 
Groot Marico Species List 
 
1. Peppered Hopper (Platylesches ayresii) 
2. Brown Russet (Aloeides trimeni trimeni) 
3. Black-striped Ciliate Blue (Anthene amarah amarah) 
4. Topaz Babul Blue (Azanus jesous) 
5. Black-bordered Babul Blue (Azanus moriqua) 
6. Velvet-spotted Babul Blue (Azanus ubaldus) 
7. Pea Blue (Lampides boeticus) 
8. Common Zebra Blue (Leptotes pirithous pirithous) 
9. Dotted Pierrot (Tarucus sybaris sybaris) 
10. Blue Pied Pierrot (Zintha hintza hintza) 
11. Brown Grass Jewel (Freyeria trochilus) 
12. Brown Playboy (Deudorix antalus) 
13. Apricot Playboy (Deudorix dinochares) 
14. Protea Sapphire (Iolaus trimeni) 
15. Spotted Joker (Byblia ilithyia) 
16. Variegated Princess (Charaxes achaemenes 

achaemenes) 
17. African Plain Tiger (Danaus chrysippus orientis) 
18. Garden Acraea (Acraea horta) 
19. Wandering Donkey Acraea (Acraea neobule neobule) 
20. Clear-spotted Acraea (Acraea aglaonice) 

21. Little Acraea (Acraea axina) 
22. Dancing Amber (Telchinia serena) 
23. Guineafowl (Hamanumida daedalus) 
24. Spotted Sailer (Neptis saclava marpessa) 
25. African Yellow Pansy (Junonia hierta cebrene) 
26. Dark Blue Pansy (Junonia oenone oenone) 
27. Garden Inspector (Precis archesia archesia) 
28. Pirate (Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe) 
29. Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui) 
30. Marsh Patroller (Brakefieldia perspicua perspicua) 
31. African Three-ring (Ypthima asterope asterope) 
32. Broad-bordered Grass Yellow (Terias brigitta brigitta) 
33. Pioneer Caper White (Belenois aurota) 
34. Southern African Caper White (Belenois creona 

severina) 
35. Eastern Dotted Border (Mylothris agathina agathina) 
36. African Meadow White (Pontia helice helice) 
37. Zebra White (Pinacopteryx eriphia eriphia) 
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Three trips to Glenharvie (Stephen Ball) 
   

Go for the Lepidochrysops and the rest will look after themselves - Bill Teare 
 

I think most of us who chase butterflies have a desire to experience rare or special ones that few 
people would have seen before, so much the better if it’s beautiful or distinctive. For those of us 
who live in Gauteng the possibilities for this kind of thing are maybe more limited than in other 
parts of the country but in early spring, usually even before the first rains we do have some 
butterflies that one is unlikely to encounter if one does not make sure that you get to the right 
place at the right time. 
 
Lepidochrysops praeterita and procera are two such butterflies and I have been meaning to try to 
find them for a few years now, but in previous years I have left it too late and also been reluctant to 
make a relatively long journey to see only one species. The snag you see is that although they 
share the same locality, L. praeterita comes out about three weeks before L. procera. 

 

At the braai after the Lepsoc conference Jan Praet and I decided to try for L. praeterita the next 
day as we had heard they were already out. When I got to Jan’s house the Sunday morning, he 
said he had asked Andrew Mayer to come with us. We went to pick him up and look at his very 
impressive natural forest garden. He has Forest White resident in his Johannesburg garden. He 
said Glenharvie was probably a better place to go than Hillshaven, so off we went. When we got 
there we found the original road blocked, but we managed to find another track and we parked 
fairly close to an electrical installation. It turned out that Jan had parked right in the middle of the 
best place for L. praeterita.  

 
  

Pirate 
Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 

 

Hilltop Silverline 
Cigaritis ella 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 

 

Marmalade Silverline 
Cigaritis mozambica 
Glenharvie, Gauteng 

Stephen Ball 
 

Highveld Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops praeterita 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Andrew Mayer 

 

Marmalade Silverline 
Cigaritis mozambica 
Glenharvie, Gauteng 

Andrew Mayer 
 

Festive Red Tiger 
Brephos festiva 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 
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They were almost all in perfect condition and would sort of congregate around small clumps of 
trees and chase and bother each other and then go for longer flights alone into the surrounding 
veld. We also saw Pirates; Painted ladies; Zebra blues; Mozambique bars and Festive Red Tiger 
moths. The wind was really strong, so I battled to get my photos properly focussed. A bit after 
lunch time we decided to go to another place about ten kilometres to the west, which Andrew said 
was good for Aloeides. When we got there we found A.henningi and A.molomo. Andrew also 
found some skippers. We decided to call it a day fairly early. 
 
My next trip to Glenharvie was nine days later when I anyway needed to get foundation wax from 
someone who stays on a plot that’s sort of on the way. It was a Tuesday and this time I went 
alone. This time the wind wasn’t so strong, and I got better photos as well as my first photos of 
Cigaritis mozambica. Both times there were fairly good numbers of L. praeterita with congregation 
points at distinctive places on the landscape where the males particularly would chase each other 
and find females which would come to these places and then make relatively long flights into the 
veld to find a white flowered sort of wild basil on which to lay their eggs.  
 
Nearly two weeks later I was just a bit late picking up Mark Williams and got just a little bit lost 
picking up Andrew, but we were on our way to look for L. procera this time. We went in at 
Hillshaven but none of us really knew where to park so we decided to go to the spot at Glenharvie. 
The wind was fairly strong and the butterflies were a bit more thinly spread around. Andrew found 
a spot a bit more towards Hillshaven where there were a few L. procera about. They’re quite 
skittish and most of them had a few chips off the wings. But after chasing them around for a while I 
had some photos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Andrew wanted to move on to the Spialia spot which turned out to be the same place we had 
found the Aloeides previously. When we parked, I stayed in the car to have a bit of lunch while the 
others went straight for the hill. When I met Mark about halfway up, he was pretty excited. He had 
caught two Spialias which are a bit different to mafa and could be a new species. They will be sent 
off for DNA analysis. I chased them around with my camera and got a few pictures. There were 
also some Aloeides (trimeni and molomo) and Lepidochrysops (procera and patricia or glauca) 
about. There was a hatch of African Monarchs (can they really be plain tigers) perfectly fresh and 
many of them mating, as well as quite a few Ella’s bars also freshly emerged - a summer form with 
a light, delicately “traced” underside which Mark had not often seen. When I got to Andrew, he was 
also excited because he had got Spialia paula except it’s no longer a Spialia it’s Ernsta. I spent a 
while in that area and may or may not have seen one, but I was not able to get a photo. 
 
All in all, a good start to the season! Thanks to Jan, Andrew and Mark for coming along. 

  

Highveld Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops praeterita 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 

 

Potchefstroom Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops procera 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 

 

Speckled Sandman 
Spialia mafa mafa 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 
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Lesser Fig-tree Blue (Bernardine Altenroxel) 
 
Bernardine Altenroxel – “Bernie” – recently found Myrina dermaptera dermaptera in the Mooketsi 
area. 
 
What started out as a quick sweep for snares late on a Friday afternoon, quickly led to an 
unexpected surprise. While making my way through the grass, the sudden movement of a butterfly 
caught my attention. I stood still and kept my eye on it until it had come to rest on a blade of grass. 
The butterfly had settled barely a metre away from me and I was finally able to take in its exquisite 
beauty. As luck would have it, this was one of the rare occasions when I had ventured outside 
without my camera in my hands. It left me with no choice but to attempt to take a photo with my 
cellphone. Without shifting my gaze from the butterfly, I reached for the cellphone in my pocket 
and carefully turned the camera on. Initially, I took two photos from where I was standing and then 
switched over to the macro function. This would require me to get really close to the butterfly and, 
barely breathing, I slowly moved forward until the cellphone was just a few centimetres away from 
the butterfly. These photos made identification easy, and I gleefully returned to the house to 
upload the record to the BDI Virtual Museum. The underside of the wings were a pale brown, 
bordered by bright yellow. The long black, yellow and blue tail reached out from a bright red splash 
of colour at the base of the tail. There was no doubt, this was the Lesser Fig-tree Blue (Myrina 
dermaptera dermaptera). 
 
Having grown up and lived in the Kudu River Valley at Mooketsi in the Limpopo Lowveld, I have 
come to realise the incredible butterfly diversity which still exists in the valley. This is the same 
valley which is home to butterfly species such as Zimbabwe Yellow-banded Sapphire (Iolaus 
nasisii), Bushveld Plain Buff (Cnodontes penningtoni) and White-tipped Ash Blue (Eicochrysops 
hippocrates). Butterfly diversity and abundance in the valley can rise and fall quite rapidly, but 
what is certain is that there are still many treasures to be found. There is absolute magic in being 
able to step outside for a mundane task and be rewarded with a glimpse of the beauty of a rarely-
seen species still clinging to the edge of existence.  
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De Wildt Adventure Trails (André Coetzer) 
 
On 24th of September André and Bennie Coetzer accompanied a group of butterfly enthusiasts on 
a hike at De Wildt Adventure Trails. This is an assortment of trails on the northern slopes of the 
Magaliesberg, north of Hartbeespoort Dam, on the border of Gauteng and North West provinces. 
 
They were focussed on one specific butterfly - Hutchinson's High-flier (Aphnaeus hutchinsonii) or 
Silverrokkie in Afrikaans. On the Highveld, this species only flies in spring, and is restricted to 
places where its host plant, Wild Seringa (Burkea africana) occurs. What makes it even more 
special (apart from its gorgeous looks), is the fact that you only have about 3 or 4 weeks from late 
August to early October to see them in the Gauteng area. The easiest way to find them is to go to 
the highest peaks of the hills (such as the peaks where the Dinaneni and Peglerae trail split) and 
wait there for the little blue flashes to come by. Most hikers will be long past those peaks when the 
butterflies arrive to hilltop, from about 13h00 to 14h30 in the afternoon.   
 
It was not just one species that they were looking for; they found 34 species and there are many 
more in this area!  
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ABC - African Butterfly Centre 
 
While we haven’t yet found an investor for the planned African Butterfly Centre, we are busy with 
an alternative scheme which may be a temporary solution – or it might not! 
 
André Coetzer has bought a plot near Broederstroom, on the southern slopes of the Magaliesberg, 
which includes a relatively large building that he is not currently using. While fairly old, the building 
is in sound condition and, with a bit of renovation, will be perfect for storing butterfly specimens. 
The building also contains a couple bedrooms and bathrooms, so it could also be upgraded to 
incorporate researcher’s flats. 
 
Martin Lunderstedt and I intend to start renovating portions of the building and storing various 
collections: further news to follow shortly!  
 

 
 
Many of you have submitted the Questionnaire regarding the bequest of private collections and 
I’ve already received bequests for about a quarter of a million specimens – thanks to everyone 
who has replied so far.  
 

ABC Questionnaire 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6mtfij8jmctqd15/ABC%20-%20Questionnaire.docx?dl=0
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Butterfly Evenings 
Bi-monthly Highveld Butterfly Club Evenings have resumed - Lourens Erasmus, the new HBC 
chairman, will advise regarding further meetings. 

Verloren Valei 
Justin Bode and I will be leading a butterfly walk-and-talk at Verloren Valei, Dullstroom, on 
Saturday 10 December.  

 
LepSoc Africa Book Stock 
 
LepSoc Africa holds a considerable stock of 
Metamorphosis journals and also books, such as The 
Emperor Moths of Namibia by Rolf Oberprieler and The 
Butterflies of Zambia by A. Heath, M. Newport and D. 
Hancock. The above books are on sale for R150 and 
R175 respectively. 
Please order using the LSA Website 
(http://lepsocafrica.org/) as follows: 
 

From the Home page, select the Publications tab 
at the top of the page. 

Select Shop near the top-right of this page. 

Select what you wish to purchase from the numerous books and back-issues of 
Metamorphosis contained on this page. 

Select the Cart and Checkout tab at the top of the page. 

Once you are happy press Go to Checkout, select the delivery method that you require 
and Place Order! 

 
  

BOOKS 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

http://lepsocafrica.org/
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Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and their Natural 
History (Steve Collins, Jeremy Dobson and Mark Williams) 
 
This book has been produced from a manuscript prepared by 
the late Torben Larsen and is written in Torben’s inimitable style. 
All taxonomic details have been thoroughly updated and the 
book includes the latest English names for the 279 species 
recorded from Botswana. All profits – at least from the first print 
run – will be donated to LepSoc Africa. 
 
Torben’s manuscript was based on his findings over the years 
that that he lived in Botswana (1989-1992); he had pretty much 
completed the text in 2006. The manuscript was not illustrated however and there have been 
numerous taxonomic revisions in the interim period. Like many highly intelligent people, Torben 
could be very creative when it came to spelling and grammar: knocking this book into shape has 
been a considerable undertaking and I am very grateful for the assistance of my co-authors, 
especially Mark who has edited the text and helped me with the illustrations. To give the book a 
clean and elegant look, we have used a mix of set specimens (taken from Afrotropical Butterflies) 
and “cut-out” images of live butterflies. 
 
Due to demand, we have reprinted additional copies of the books, which may be ordered from me 
and are on sale for R650 for the regular soft cover or R950 for a hard-cover edition.  
 
Please contact Jeremy Dobson at jchdobson@gmail.com to order your copy.  

 
An Illustrated History of Butterflies of the Afrotropical Indian Ocean 
Islands (James Lawrence and Mark Williams) 
 

The Indian Ocean Islands off the coast of Africa contain 391 butterfly 
species, many of which are endemic to the region; this superb book is 
essential reading for anyone interested in African butterflies! 
 
The book is published by Siri Scientific Press and may be purchased 
online (in the UK) for £23.99. 
 
Subject to demand (a minimum of ten orders) James Lawrence will import 
further copies for distribution in South Africa. The final price is subject to 
postage and import charges but should be about R 600 or a little more. 
 
Please contact James Lawrence at phorbanta@gmail.com 

 
  

mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-3/phorbanta@gmail.com
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Mylothris (Haydon Warren-Gash) 
 
The Dotted Borders have been comprehensively revised - this is an 
essential book for any serious follower of African butterflies. Mark Williams 
says that it is a superb publication: clearly conceived and presented, with 
detailed explanations and motivations for the numerous taxonomic 
revisions.  
 
The book may be ordered online from NHBS in the UK, although Haydon 
has very generously discounted the price to R1 700 for LepSoc Africa 
members in South Africa, provided there is sufficient demand to justify 
importing another tranche. I have a single copy available at present. 
 
Please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy; you can 
pay me directly in Rand and I’ll reimburse Haydon in GBP. I’ll deliver to 
Gauteng residents and will make arrangements with buyers from other areas. 

 
Butterflies of the Levant: Volume 2 (Dubi Benyamini) 
 
This is the first in a planned four-volume series, and covers three families: 
Swallowtails, Whites and Skippers. 
 
In addition to countless photographs, the work has drawn upon resources 
the world over and includes information regarding the day flying lepidoptera 
and their biology, not just within the Levant region but over a much wider 
area. 
 
I’ve got three copies of this book left, so please contact me at 
jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy. The books are on sale for  
R1 600. 

 
Butterflies of the Levant: Volume 3 (Dubi Benyamini) 
 
This is the second book in the series (the volumes are not being published 
in sequential order) and covers the Nymphalidae family. 
 
As for Volume 2 (above), the work has drawn upon resources the world 
over and includes information regarding the day flying lepidoptera and their 
biology, not just within the Levant region but over a much wider area. 
 
I have two copies of this book for sale at R2 350; please contact me at 
jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy. 

  

mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
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Moths of Africa – Volume 2 (Hermann Hacker) 
 
In February 2021 the second volume of the book-series Moths of 
Africa was published. The book is a review of the African Erebidae 
subfamilies Rivulinae, Hypeninae, Herminiinae and Hypenodinae. 
 
Compiled by Hermann Hacker, the book includes input from LepSoc 
Africa members Ralf Fiebig, Dirk Stadie and Hermann Staude. 
 
The book may be purchased for €165. 
 

hermann-heinrich.hacker@t-online.de 

 
Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa 
(Steve Woodhall) 
 
Fully revised, the new edition of Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa 
features all of South Africa’s 671 butterfly species. This popular guide 
includes newly described species and subspecies, and the most recent 
taxonomic changes based on DNA studies. 

 
Butterflies of South Africa 

 

 
If you are looking for cabinets, someone I can recommend is Brendan 
McErlaine (082 446 5136). 
 
Olivier Houe (082 455 3356 or Olivier.houe@gmail.com) can be 
contacted for trays, traps, pins or other entomological supplies. 
 
David Horne has requested a spot in “Collectors Corner”. 
David’s business, “Mad Hornet Entomological Supplies”, carry a range 
of entomological equipment; David is interested to hear about what 
items are required by collectors and breeders, in order that he may 
procure supplies at reasonable prices and ensure ready availability. 
 
Mad HorneT Entomological Supplies (A product of Horne Technologies 
CC) 
www.madhornet.co.za 
ento@hornetechnologies.co.za 
 
076 563 2084 
 

  

COLLECTORS CORNER 

file:///C:/Users/user/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-5/hermann-heinrich.hacker@t-online.de
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/field-guide-butterflies-south-africa/9781775845874
mailto:Olivier.houe@gmail.com
http://www.madhornet.co.za/
mailto:ento@hornetechnologies.co.za
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English names for Afrotropical Butterflies (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
The English naming panel “met” on 23 September and 25 October. We’ve completed a review of 
proposed names for the Papilio genus. 
 
A link to the current “provisional” list is attached below. Note that these names are by no means 
final but have been “banked” to allow us to move on to other groups.  
   

English Names – Provisional List November 2022 
 
There are currently 6513 African butterfly taxa. Of these, 3091 names are on the “Provisional” list 
(47,5%) while a further 1748 (26,8%) taxa have been “Named”. “Named” only applies in instances 
where an entire genus has been completed – other names have no status. In other words, we 
have provisional or proposed names for 4685 taxa (74,3%); we are about three-quarters of the 
way! 
 
At the current rate of progress, I’d guess we will complete our list sometime in 2025. I’d like to post 
this list on the LSA website for a six-month period, during which comments or alternatives will be 
called for. All the alternative names must be accompanied by a brief motivation. 
 
The next stage will be publication of all the names for which alternatives have been submitted, 
along with their respective motivations. These names will be subjected to a vote by the entire 
LepSoc Africa membership - the incumbent name will be retained in the case of a tie. Depending 
on the number of “alternatives” received, I hope that we can publish our final list in 
Metamorphosis, early in 2026. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

1. To create a single, comprehensive and consistent list of English names for Afrotropical 
Papilionoidea; this list will be published in Metamorphosis, once it has been completed (this 
will only be in about 5-years’ time, unless I receive significant assistance). Afrotropical 
Butterflies includes most currently recognized English names, although these extend only to 
species level. More than 70% of African butterflies did not previously have English names. 

2. To create names that, where possible, assist recognition of butterflies among non-experts - 
in other words, most butterfly enthusiasts!  

3. It should be possible to insert the completed list seamlessly into a world-list of English 
butterfly names (we are merely writing the African chapter): the names need to take 
cognizance of butterfly names used elsewhere in the world. 

 
  

PROJECTS 

file:///C:/Users/user/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2022/ABN%202022-6/Files/Provisional%20List%20-%20Nov%202022.pdf
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GUIDELINES 
 

1. If possible, names should assist with identification. Keys could include colour, pattern, size, 
shape, distribution, flight characteristics or behaviour.  

2. In line with the above, authors names or the name of the discoverer (which are recognised 
in the scientific name in any case), should be avoided, if possible. Annotation such as 
“Common” or the names of towns or cities should be used with discretion. Remember, that 
the names apply to the entire Afrotropical region; “Northern” is unlikely to be an apt name 
for a South African taxon, unless as a distinction between northern and southern 
subspecies. 

3. Names may not exceed 40 characters in length, including spaces or punctuation. Although 
not essential, by default, names should follow the structure of the scientific taxonomy: a 
name for the genus or group, a name for the species and, where applicable, a moniker to 
distinguish subspecies. Soutpansberg Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus 
entabeni) for example.  

 
METHOD AND PROGRAM 

Phase 1 – Compilation of Placeholder list 
1. An initial checklist of “placeholders” will be compiled. This includes the latest, published 

English names (including, for SA taxa, those in Steve Woodhall’s new book), plus the 
suggested names that have been previously listed in ABN - the highlighted genera in the 
tables below. 

2. Everyone is welcome to compile lists of placeholder names, but please don’t re-do the 
names that have been listed already – that step relates to the review process (see Phase 2 
below). For consistency, entries must include names for each representative of an African 
genus. In instances where there is a current “placeholder”, the proposed name will be listed 
as an alternative proposal under your name. 

3. I have committed to “publishing” a full list of species within six genera in each edition of 
ABN. Names have been proposed for 180 genera so far, which means we have 149 still to 
go; about four years at the current rate. 

 
Phase 2 – Review, revision and finalization of the list 

1. Once we have a full list of “placeholders” and alternative proposals, the review, approval or 
revision of names can commence. While we are unlikely to achieve consensus in all 
instances, the process will be as democratic as possible. Placeholder names should be 
changed if a) they are incorrect, misleading or do not follow the guidelines, or b) by 
replacement, by an alternative proposal, by a simple majority of votes by the accredited 
“Judges”; in the event of a tie, the existing Placeholder will remain. 

2. While this review process can commence at any time, it should probably only be concluded 
once all the names within a family - or at the very least, within a subfamily - have been 
completed. 

We will try and “finalize” a minimum of six genera every two months; this will take another two 
years, but if possible – and if I get assistance from enough people – I’m sure we can wrap this up 
even sooner.  
 
The highlighted genera have been “published”: (green in this newsletter and yellow in previous 
editions; those highlighted in grey have been “approved” already). 
 
There are currently 6513 taxa on the Afrotropical butterfly list, in 335 genera. We have “completed” 
proposed names for butterflies in 278 genera (83,0%). 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Charaxes Emperor 457  Sevenia Tree Nymph 26 

Euphaedra Forester 353  Ypthima Three-ring 26 

Acraea Acraea 206  Gorgyra Leaf Sitter  24 

Iolaus Sapphire 176  Hypolimnas Diadem 24 

Bebearia Small Forester 171  Metisella Sylph  24 

Mylothris Dotted Border 164  Mimeresia Harlequin 24 

Lepidochrysops Giant Cupid 158  Pseudathyma False Sailer 24 

Papilio Swallowtail 157  Appias Albatross 23 

Cymothoe Glider 153  Coeliades Policeman 23 

Telchinia Amber 150  Falcuna Marble 23 

Bicyclus Bush Brown 125  Brakefieldia Patroller 22 

Anthene Ciliate Blue 107  Dixeia Small White 22 

Euriphene Nymph 107  Iridana Sapphire Gem 22 

Liptena Liptena 100  Capys Protea 21 

Colotis Tip 94  Neocoenyra Round-eyes 21 

Neptis Sailer 94  Borbo Swift 20 

Apallaga Orange Sprite 89  Ceratrichia Forest Sylph 20 

Pentila Spotted Buff 81  Cerautola Angled Flash 20 

Aloeides Russet 75  Cupidesthes Light Hairtail 20 

Ornipholidotos Glasswing 75  Eresina Tree Buff 20 

Heteropsis Low-eye 70  Geritola Light Flash 20 

Chrysoritis Opal 69  Pseudonympha Brown 20 

Graphium Swordtail 67  Tetrarhanis On-off 20 

Amauris Friar 66  Aphysoneura Bamboo Ringlet 19 

Belenois Caper White 65  Ernsta Sandman 19 

Pilodeudorix Blue Playboy 65  Stugeta Marbled Sapphire 19 

Neurellipes Zebra Hairtail 64  Eicochrysops Ash Blue 18 

Cephetola Dark Flash 55  Eresiomera Pearly 18 

Stempfferia Plain Flash 52  Euryphura Commander 18 

Aslauga Purple 51  Harpendyreus Mountain Blue 18 

Pseudacraea False Acraea 51  Leptotes Zebra Blue 18 

Cigaritis Silverline 46  Thermoniphas Chalk Blue 18 

Aphnaeus High-flier 44  Chloroselas Gem 17 

Euptera Pilot 44  Hewitsonia Tiger Flash 17 

Abantis Paradise Skipper 39  Paradeudorix Fairy Playboy 17 

Telipna Telipna 39  Andronymus Dart 16 

Lachnocnema Woolly Legs 38  Artitropa Night-fighter 16 

Strabena High-eye 37  Tuxentius Pie 16 

Deudorix Playboy 35  Eretis Elf 15 

Hypolycaena Fairy Hairstreak 35  Osmodes White-spots 15 

Thestor Skolly 35  Kedestes Ranger 14 

Junonia Pansy 34  Leptosia Spirit 14 

Micropentila Dots 34  Tarucus Pierrot 14 

Alaena Zulu 33  Terias Grass Yellow 14 

Uranothauma Heart 32  Leptomyrina Black-eye 13 

Euchrysops Smoky Blue 31  Meza Missile 13 

Pseudaletis Fantasy 31  Nepheronia Vagrant 13 

Triclema Small Hairtail 29  Nervia Painted Ranger 13 

Axiocerses Scarlet 28  Palla Sentinel 13 

Baliochila Mottled Buff 28  Perrotia Bamboo Dart 13 

Eagris Flat 28  Stygionympha Hillside Brown 13 

Mimacraea Acraea Mimic 28  Willema Sylph  13 

Sarangesa Elfin 28  Gretna Twilight Skipper  12 

Celaenorrhinus Black Sprite 27  Hypophytala Banded Flash 12 

Platylesches Hopper 27  Myrina Fig-tree Blue  12 

Afriodinia Judy 26  Orachrysops Cupid 12 

Precis Commodore 26  Vanessa Admiral 12 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Caenides Recluse 11  Dotta Spangled Ranger 5 

Trimenia Silver-spotted Copper  11  Euploea Crow 5 

Acleros Dusky Dart 10  Evena Pathfinder 5 

Cacyreus Bronze 10  Gnophodes Evening Brown 5 

Colias Clouded Yellow 10  Hovala Malagasy Yellow Sylph 5 

Eurytela Piper 10  Libythea Snout 5 

Pteroteinon Red-eye  10  Melphinyet Forest Swift  5 

Azanus Babul Blue 9  Paronymus Large Dart  5 

Chondrolepis Snow-horned Skipper 9  Physcaeneura Webbed Ringlet 5 

Cooksonia Tiger Mimic  9  Pinacopteryx Zebra White 5 

Deloneura Large Buff 9  Protogoniomorpha Mother-of-Pearl 5 

Issoria Fritillary 9  Pseudopontia Ghost 5 

Lipaphnaeus Silver Speckle 9  Semalea Silky Skipper 5 

Oboronia Ginger Blue 9  Spalgis Apefly 5 

Oxylides False Head 9  Tirumala Monarch 5 

Pardaleodes Trailblazer 9  Actizera Rayed Blue 4 

Scopulifera Orange Sprite 9  Agyllia Sandman 4 

Citrinophila Lemon Buff 8  Ampittia Ranger 4 

Durbania Rocksitter 8  Apaturopsis Empress 4 

Euliphyra Witch 8  Argyrocheila Fairy Buff 4 

Fulda Malagasy Hopper 8  Astictopterus Dark Ranger 4 

Helna Dusky Buff 8  Cassionympha Dancing Brown 4 

Neita Large Ringlet 8  Cnodontes Plain Buff 4 

Obania Obania 8  Coenyropsis Shadefly 4 

Tarsocera Spring Widow 8  Cupidopsis Meadow Blue 4 

Teriomima Yellow Buff 8  Dapidodigma Virgin 4 

Antanartia Admiral 7  Durbaniella Rocksitter 4 

Ariadne Castor 7  Epitola Pointed Flash 4 

Calleagris Milky Flat 7  Erikssonia Sunset Copper 4 

Dingana Widow 7  Etesiolaus Green Sapphire 4 

Hemiolaus Hairstreak 7  Euthecta Small Buff 4 

Larinopoda Pearl Buff 7  Gegenes Dodger 4 

Salamis Mother-of-Pearl 7  Haydonia Evening Brown 4 

Serradinga Speckled Widow 7  Hewitola Pointed Flash 4 

Spialia Sandman 7  Hypomyrina Orange Playboy 4 

Syrmoptera False Head 7  Lennia Large Recluse  4 

Teracolus Tip 7  Lissia Hermit 4 

Torbenia Glasswing 7  Lycaena Copper 4 

Zophopetes Palm Night-fighter 7  Megalopalpus Harvester 4 

Argemma Forest Sylph 6  Monza Grass Skipper  4 

Chilades Jewel 6  Neptidopsis False Sailer 4 

Dira Autumn Widow 6  Ortholexis Scarce Sprite 4 

Epitolina Dull Flash 6  Paralethe Bush Beauty 4 

Fresna Acraea Hopper  6  Parasiomera Harlequin 4 

Hypoleucis Oblique Skipper 6  Parnara Watchman 4 

Leona Large Recluse  6  Parosmodes Orange 4 

Melphina Forest Swift 6  Pseuderesia Harlequin 4 

Paracleros Dusky Dart 6  Saribia Malagasy Judy 4 

Phalanta Leopard 6  Teniorhinus Small Fox 4 

Phasis Arrowhead 6  Toxochitona Fluttering Buff 4 

Pontia Meadow White 6  Trida Ranger 4 

Tagiades Clouded Flat  6  Vanessula Lady’s Maid 4 

Torynesis Veined Widow 6  Zeritis Checkered Gem 4 

Tsitana Sylph  6  Afrogegenes Dodger 3 

Aterica Glade Nymph 5  Catopsilia Migrant 3 

Byblia Joker 5  Ceratricula Tufted Forest Sylph 3 

Danaus Tiger 5  Coenyra Shadefly 3 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Crudaria Grey 3  Triskelionia Tricerate Elfin 2 

Cyrestis Map 3  Xanthonymus Yellow Disc 2 

Eresinopsides Mottled Tree Buff 3  Zizeeria Grass Blue 2 

Euchloe Green-striped White 3  Aeropetes Mountain Pride 1 

Flandria Forest Sylph 3  Afrodryas Autumn-leaf Vagrant  1 

Galerga Malagasy Sylph 3  Aphnaeus Highflier 1 

Gamia Grand Skipper 3  Argynnis Fritillary 1 

Hallelesis Eyelet 3  Argyraspodes Silver-spotted Copper 1 

Harma Angular Glider 3  Batelusia Zebra Flash 1 

Kakumia Ant Buff 3  Birabiro Jewel 1 

Kallimoides African Leaf 3  Calopieris Desert Beauty 1 

Malaza Underwing 3  Carcharodus Mallow Sandman 1 

Melitaea False Fritillary 3  Catochrysops Shiny Blue 1 

Mesoxantha Drury’s Delight 3  Cesa Spangled Grey 1 

Monile Jewelled Hairtail 3  Congdonia Plain Buff 1 

Phytala Giant Flash 3  Ducarmeia Evening Brown 1 

Pieris Cabbage White 3  Durbaniopsis Rocksitter 1 

Prosopalpus Dwarf Skipper 3  Erionota Banana Skipper 1 

Pseudonacaduba Lineblue 3  Euryphaedra Pointed Nymph 1 

Teratoneura Isabella 3  Gideona Pointed Tip 1 

Torbenlarsenia Swift 3  Gomalia Green-marbled Sandman  1 

Tylopaedia King Copper  3  Gyrogra Leaf Sitter  1 

Xanthodisca Yellow Disc 3  Hamanumida Guineafowl 1 

Zenonia Spotted Hopper 3  Herila Woodland Trailblazer 1 

Zintha Pierrot 3  Hipparchia Grayling 1 

Acada Axehead 2  Isoteinon Dark Ranger 1 

Aethiopana Acraea Flash 2  Katreus Giant Sprite 1 

Alenia Dancer 2  Kipepeo Jewel 1 

Bettonula Brown Sprite 2  Kumothales Congo Nymph 1 

Brephidium Pygmy Blue 2  Lampides Pea Blue 1 

Brusa Marbled Swift 2  Lepella Central Sylph 1 

Catacroptera Pirate 2  Mallika Jackson’s Leaf  1 

Cynandra Brilliant Nymph 2  Mashunoides Marsh Ringlet 1 

Elphinstonia Green-striped White 2  Moltena Strelitzia Night-fighter 1 

Elymnias Palmfly 2  Mopala Forest-path Skipper 1 

Eronia Vine-leaf Vagrant 2  Neoepitola Congo Flash 1 

Euryphurana Noble Commander 2  Noctulana Brown Forest Swift 1 

Freyeria Jewel 2  Oraidium Dwarf Blue 1 

Hollandus Pointed Trailblazer 2  Pardopsis Polka Dot 1 

Kobelana Dark Flat 2  Pharmacophagus Swallowtail 1 

Lachnoptera Leopard 2  Ploetzia Malagasy Night-fighter 1 

Lafron Sorrel Copper 2  Powellana Striped Flash 1 

Lasiommata Wall Brown 2  Pseudargynnis Leopard Nymph 1 

Luthrodes Jewel 2  Pseudoneaveia Congo Flash 1 

Mashuna Marsh Ringlet 2  Smerina Leopard 1 

Melampias Boland Brown 2  Tumerepedes Nigerian Buff 1 

Melanitis Evening Brown 2  Vansomerenia Savanna Gem 1 

Neaveia Pierine Blue 2  Ypthimomorpha Five-ring 1 

Osphantes Lobed Skipper  2  Zizina Clover Blue 1 

Paternympha Small Ringlet 2  Zizula Gaika Blue 1 

Pelopidas Branded Swift 2    6513 

Procampta Dark Elf 2     
Pseudoneptis False Sailer 2     
Ptelina Bordered Buff 2     
Pyrrhochalcia Policeman 2     
Rhabdomantis Large Fox 2     
Tekliades Policeman 2     
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The proposed names listed in this edition of ABN are Aphnaeus (44 taxa), Pseudaletis (31 taxa), 
Axiocerses (28 taxa), Ypthima (26 taxa), Chloroselas (17 taxa) and Physcaeneura (5 taxa). 
 

ENGLISH NAME FULL SCIENTIFIC NAME AUTHOR 

Madibira High-flier Aphnaeus abriana  Collins & Libert, 2013 

Maroon-ringed High-flier Aphnaeus adamsi  Stempffer, 1954 

Solwezi High-flier Aphnaeus affinis  Riley, 1921 

Golden High-flier Aphnaeus argenteola  Holland, 1890 

Blue-spotted High-flier Aphnaeus argyrocyclus  Holland, 1890 

Brick-red High-flier Aphnaeus asterius  Plötz, 1880 

Ewohimi High-flier Aphnaeus boormani  Libert, 2013 

Guinea-Bissau Western High-flier Aphnaeus brahami bakeri Libert, 2013 

Western High-flier Aphnaeus brahami brahami Lathy, 1903 

Crowned Western High-flier Aphnaeus brahami coronae Talbot, 1935 

Ghana Western High-flier Aphnaeus brahami ghanaensis Libert, 2013 

Cameroon High-flier Aphnaeus cameruna  Libert, 2013 

Black High-flier Aphnaeus chapini chapini (Holland, 1920) 

Western Black High-flier Aphnaeus chapini occidentalis Clench, 1963 

Eastern Black High-flier Aphnaeus chapini ugandae Stempffer, 1961 

Grey High-flier Aphnaeus charboneli  Bouyer & Libert, 1996 

Mutinondo High-flier Aphnaeus curlei  Libert & Collins, 2013 

Biakato High-flier Aphnaeus ducarmei  Bouyer, 2021 

Ebogo High-flier Aphnaeus ebogo  Libert, 2013 

Miombo High-flier Aphnaeus erikssoni  Trimen, 1891 

Creamy High-flier Aphnaeus flavescens  Stempffer, 1954 

Red High-flier Aphnaeus gilloni gilloni Stempffer, 1966 

Uganda Red High-flier Aphnaeus gilloni luwero Libert, 2013 

Pale High-flier Aphnaeus herbuloti  Stempffer, 1972 

Silver-spotted High-flier Aphnaeus hutchinsonii  Trimen, 1887 

Jackson’s High-flier Aphnaeus jacksoni jacksoni Stempffer, 1954 

Western Jackson’s High-flier Aphnaeus jacksoni pinkieana Collins & Libert, 2013 

Green-flecked High-flier Aphnaeus jefferyi  Hawker-Smith, 1928 

Tanzania High-flier Aphnaeus kiellandi  Stempffer, 1972 

Ochre-ringed High-flier Aphnaeus liberti  Bouyer, 1996 

Jade High-flier Aphnaeus marci  Collins & Larsen, 2008 

White-spotted High-flier Aphnaeus marshalli  Neave, 1910 

Mashona High-flier Aphnaeus mashunae  Stempffer, 1954 

Liberia High-flier Aphnaeus mirabilis  Sáfián & Collins, 2013 

Thorn-tree High-flier Aphnaeus neavei  Bethune-Baker, 1926 

Nimba High-flier Aphnaeus nimbaensis  Sáfián & Libert, 2013 

Katera High-flier Aphnaeus nyanzae  Stempffer, 1954 

Common High-flier Aphnaeus orcas  (Drury, 1782) 

Pastel High-flier Aphnaeus questiauxi  Aurivillius, 1903 

Bulawayo Biege-spotted High-flier Aphnaeus rex gardineri Libert, 2013 

Biege-spotted High-flier Aphnaeus rex rex Aurivillius, 1909 

Savanna High-flier Aphnaeus safiani  Libert, 2013 

Kongolai High-flier Aphnaeus suk  Libert, 2013 

Kenya High-flier Aphnaeus williamsi  Carcasson, 1964 

Eastern High-flier Aphnaeus zanzibarensis  Grose-Smith, 1889 

Bush Scarlet Axiocerses amanga amanga (Westwood, 1881) 

Angola Bush Scarlet Axiocerses amanga baumi Weymer, 1901 

Western Bush Scarlet Axiocerses amanga borealis Aurivillius, 1905 

Burka Scarlet Axiocerses argenteomaculata  Pagenstecher, 1902 

Woodland Scarlet Axiocerses bambana bambana Grose-Smith, [1900] 

Nyika Woodland Scarlet Axiocerses bambana nyika Quickelberge, 1984 

Zambian Woodland Scarlet Axiocerses bambana orichalcea Henning & Henning, 1996 

Mountain Scarlet Axiocerses bamptoni  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Small Scarlet Axiocerses callaghani  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Black-tipped Scarlet Axiocerses coalescens  Henning & Henning, 1996 
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Shimba Scarlet Axiocerses collinsi  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Dark-banded Scarlet Axiocerses croesus  (Trimen, 1862) 

Orange-patch African Scarlet Axiocerses harpax efulena Clench, 1963 

African Scarlet Axiocerses harpax harpax (Fabricius, 1775) 

Sudan African Scarlet Axiocerses harpax kadugli Talbot, 1935 

Ugandan African Scarlet Axiocerses harpax ugandana Clench, 1963 

Fiery Scarlet Axiocerses heathi  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Nyasa Scarlet Axiocerses karinae  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Tanzanian Scarlet Axiocerses kiellandi  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Abyssinian Scarlet Axiocerses maureli  Dufrane, 1954 

Zambian Black-based Scarlet Axiocerses melanica aurata Henning & Henning, 1996 

Black-based Scarlet Axiocerses melanica melanica Henning & Henning, 1996 

Southern Rainforest Scarlet Axiocerses punicea cruenta (Trimen, 1894) 

Rainforest Scarlet Axiocerses punicea punicea (Grose-Smith, 1889) 

Coastal Scarlet Axiocerses styx  Rebel, 1908 

Zimbabwe Scarlet Axiocerses susanae  Henning & Henning, 1996 

Zambian Eastern Scarlet Axiocerses tjoane rubescens Henning & Henning, 1996 

Eastern Scarlet Axiocerses tjoane tjoane (Wallengren, 1857) 

Arabian Gem Chloroselas arabica  (Riley, 1932) 

Silver Gem Chloroselas argentea  Riley, 1932 

Azure Gem Chloroselas azurea  Butler, 1900 

Northern Somali Gem Chloroselas esmeralda bilqis Larsen, 1983 

Somali Gem Chloroselas esmeralda esmeralda Butler, 1886 

Purple Gem Chloroselas mazoensis  (Trimen, 1898) 

Tiny Gem Chloroselas minima  Jackson, 1966 

Ogaden Gem Chloroselas ogadenensis  Jackson, 1966 

Woodland Gem Chloroselas overlaeti  Stempffer, 1956 

Western Brilliant Gem Chloroselas pseudozeritis ngottoana Libert & Annoyer, 2015 

Brilliant Gem Chloroselas pseudozeritis pseudozeritis (Trimen, 1873) 

Northern Brilliant Gem Chloroselas pseudozeritis tytleri Riley, 1932 

Sudan Gem Chloroselas tamaniba  (Walker, 1870) 

Nile Gem Chloroselas taposana  Riley, 1932 

Meru Gem Chloroselas trembathi  Collins & Larsen, 1991 

Elgon Gem Chloroselas umbrosa  Talbot, 1935 

Tana River Gem Chloroselas vansomereni  Jackson, 1966 

Grey-bordered Fantasy Pseudaletis abriana abriana Libert, 2007 

Eastern Grey-bordered Fantasy Pseudaletis abriana orientalis Bouyer, 2014 

African Fantasy Pseudaletis agrippina agrippina Druce, 1888 

Banco African Fantasy Pseudaletis agrippina warrengashi Libert, 2007 

Pied Fantasy Pseudaletis antimachus  (Staudinger, [1887]) 

Ja River Fantasy Pseudaletis arrhon  Druce, 1913 

Mabira Fantasy Pseudaletis barnetti  Libert & Collins, 2013 

Black Fantasy Pseudaletis batesi batesi Druce, 1910 

Congo Black Fantasy Pseudaletis batesi zairiensis Libert, 2007 

Nyong River Fantasy Pseudaletis bouyeri  Libert, 2007 

Twin-spot Fantasy Pseudaletis busoga  van Someren, 1939 

Apricot Fantasy Pseudaletis camarensis  Collins & Libert, 2007 

Nigerian Fantasy Pseudaletis catori  Bethune-Baker, 1926 

Forest Fantasy Pseudaletis clymenus  (Druce, 1885) 

Congo Fantasy Pseudaletis congoensis  Bouyer, 2014 

Kagoro Fantasy Pseudaletis cornesi  Collins & Libert, 2007 

Dusky Fantasy Pseudaletis dolieri  Collins & Libert, 2007 

Kivu Fantasy Pseudaletis ducarmei  Libert, 2007 

Mt Mitumba Fantasy Pseudaletis ginettae  Bouyer, 2014 

Ghana Fantasy Pseudaletis jolyana  Libert, 2007 

West African Fantasy Pseudaletis leonis  (Staudinger, [1888]) 

Sankuru Fantasy Pseudaletis lusambo  Stempffer, 1961 

Guinea Fantasy Pseudaletis malangi  Collins & Larsen, 1995 

Katanga Fantasy Pseudaletis mazanguli  Neave, 1910 
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Pale Fantasy Pseudaletis melissae  Collins & Libert, 2007 

Ebogo Fantasy Pseudaletis michelae  Libert, 2007 

Ituri Fantasy Pseudaletis noellae  Bouyer, 2014 

Nimba Fantasy Pseudaletis richardi  Stempffer, 1953 

Mount Febe Fantasy Pseudaletis taeniata  Libert, 2007 

Western Zebra Fantasy Pseudaletis zebra subangulata Talbot, 1935 

Zebra Fantasy Pseudaletis zebra zebra Holland, 1891 

Yellow-webbed Ringlet Physcaeneura jacksoni  Carcasson, 1961 

White-webbed Ringlet Physcaeneura leda  (Gerstaecker, 1871) 

Dark-webbed Ringlet Physcaeneura panda  (Boisduval, 1847) 

Light-webbed Ringlet Physcaeneura pione  Godman, 1880 

Pale-webbed Ringlet Physcaeneura robertsi  Kielland, 1990 

Silver Three-ring Ypthima albida albida Butler, 1888 

Western Silver Three-ring Ypthima albida occidentalis Bartel, 1905 

Congo Silver Three-ring Ypthima albida uniformis Bartel, 1905 

Clubbed Three-ring Ypthima antennata antennata van Son, 1955 

Western Clubbed Three-ring Ypthima antennata cornesi Kielland, 1982 

African Three-ring Ypthima asterope asterope (Klug, [1832]) 

Desert African Three-ring Ypthima asterope hereroica van Son, 1955 

Plain Three-ring Ypthima condamini condamini Kielland, 1982 

Western Plain Three-ring Ypthima condamini nigeriae Kielland, 1982 

Congo Three-ring Ypthima congoana  Overlaet, 1955 

Kafakumba Three-ring Ypthima diplommata  Overlaet, 1954 

Common Three-ring Ypthima doleta  Kirby, 1880 

Granular Three-ring Ypthima granulosa  Butler, 1883 

Bushveld Three-ring Ypthima impura impura Elwes & Edwards, 1893 

Eastern Bushveld Three-ring Ypthima impura paupera Ungemach, 1932 

Small Three-ring Ypthima jacksoni  Kielland, 1982 

Western Three-ring Ypthima lamto  Kielland, 1982 

Sankuru Three-ring Ypthima praestans  Overlaet, 1954 

Bordered Three-ring Ypthima pulchra  Overlaet, 1954 

Eastern Eyed Three-ring Ypthima pupillaris obscurata Kielland, 1982 

Eyed Three-ring Ypthima pupillaris pupillaris Butler, 1888 

Dark Three-ring Ypthima recta  Overlaet, 1955 

Pale Three-ring Ypthima rhodesiana  Carcasson, 1961 

Montane Three-ring Ypthima simplicia  Butler, 1876 

Lamto Three-ring Ypthima vuattouxi  Kielland, 1982 

Yatta Three-ring Ypthima yatta  Kielland, 1982 
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Butterfly surveys of South African Botanical Gardens 
 
Garden Route (George) (Dave Edge) 
 
The Garden Route Botanical Garden had an historical checklist of 53 butterflies, to which Dave 
has added Common Zebra Blue (Leptotes pirithous pirithous) and Cabbage White (Pieris 
brassicae). 
 
Dave visited GRBG on 29 October and recorded 10 species.  
 
Harold Porter (Graham Henning) 
 
The butterfly checklist for Harold Porter has increased dramatically, from 27 to 45 butterflies, as a 
result of Graham’s surveys. Of the 27 butterflies on the original list, only Mountain Skolly (Thestor 
montanus), and African Clouded Yellow (Colias electo electo) have not been recorded to date.  
 
During the course of the current reporting period, Graham visited Harald Porter on 25 September 
and 27 October and recorded 5 and 7 butterfly-species respectively. 
 
Kirstenbosch (Fanie Rautenbach) 
 
The Kirstenbosch butterfly checklist stands at 38 taxa, of which Fanie has recorded 18 species 
(47.4%) to date.  
 
During the current reporting period, Fanie visited Kirstenbosch on 21 September (6 species) and 
19 October (10 species). Water Opal (Chrysoritis palmus palmus) was seen on both occasions.
  

 
  

Water Opal 
Chrysoritis palmus palmus 

Kirstenbosch, W Cape 
Fanie Rautenbach 

Eastern Dotted Border 
Mylothris agathina agathina  

Kirstenbosch, W Cape 
Fanie Rautenbach 

Garden Acraea 
Acraea horta 

Kirstenbosch, W Cape 
Fanie Rautenbach 
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KwaZulu-Natal Botanical Garden (Adrian Armstrong) 
  
KZN is in second place for the largest butterfly checklist of our Botanical Gardens, with 131 
species. 
 
Corrina Naidoo visited KZN on 23 September and 27 October and found 17 and 22 species 
respectively. 
 
Lowveld (Christopher Willis) 
 
Christopher Willis visited Lowveld on 3 September and 15 October. He recorded 47 species during 
the former visit, but only 27 in October – the weather was cloudy. Lourens Erasmus was at 
Lowveld on 12 October and found 45 species, so I’ll use Lourens’s count for October. Lourens’s 
list included Pale Babul Blue (Azanus mirza).  
 
During September’s visit, Christopher recorded two new species for Lowveld: Brown Grass Jewel 
(Freyeria trochilus) and Clouded Mother-of-Pearl (Protogoniomorpha nebulosa); the latter is not 
only new to Lowveld but to all the National Botanical Gardens. 
 
The checklist for Lowveld currently stands at 132 species, one above KZN. 
 
 
 
  

Eastern Boisduval's False Acraea 
Pseudacraea boisduvalii trimenii 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Green-veined Emperor 
Charaxes candiope 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Southern White-barred Emperor 
Charaxes brutus natalensis 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Common Barred Sailer 
Neptis laeta 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Tailed Black-eye 
Leptomyrina hirundo 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Pale Babul Blue 
Azanus mirza 

Lowveld, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 
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Pretoria (Hennie Vermaak) 
 
Hennie Vermaak commenced butterfly-surveys of Pretoria Botanical Garden last season. The 
checklist for Pretoria formerly stood at 60 species, to which Hennie has added 12 butterflies. 
 
Hennie visited Pretoria on 19 September and 21 October and recorded 18 and 23 species 
respectively. During September’s visit he recorded Blue Pied Pierrot (Zintha hintza hintza), which 
is a new record for Pretoria. 

 

  

Topaz Babul Blue 
Azanus jesous 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Brown Dodger 
Afrogegenes letterstedti 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Garden Acraea 
Acraea horta 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

African Blue Pansy 
Junonia orithya madagascariensis 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Plain Black-eye 
Leptomyrina henningi henningi  

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Brown Grass Jewel 
Freyeria trochylus 
Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Speckled Sandman 
Spialia mafa mafa 
Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Black Heart 
Uranothauma nubifer nubifer 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 

Garden Inspector 
Precis archesia archesia 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Hennie Vermaak 
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Walter Sisulu (Jeremy Dobson and Lourens Erasmus) 
 
The checklist for Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens currently stands at 113 species. 
 
Lourens Erasmus visited the gardens on 9 September and recorded a very respectable 41 
species. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I undertook October’s survey on the 20th and recorded 35 species. Nothing too special, but I saw 
the first Spotted-eye Small Ringlet (Paternympha narycia) that I’ve found so far this season; the 
summer-from of Garden Commodore (Precis archesia archesia) were flying in fair numbers.  

 

 

  

Dark Blue Pansy 
Junonia oenone oenone 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Citrus Swallowtail 
Papilio demodocus demodocus 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Pale Ciliate Blue 
Anthene livida livida 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Forest Caper White 
Belenois zochalia zochalia 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Pink Cupreous Ash Blue 
Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Garden Acraea 
Acraea horta 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Garden Commodore 
Precis archesia archesia 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Speckled Sandman 
Spialia mafa mafa 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

African Blue Pansy 
Junonia orithya madagascariensis 

WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Progress is being tracked graphically, using the same principles adopted in the Butterfly Index 
(refer to the following article). Initially, I used “Biome Factors” to compensate for regional butterfly 
abundance at the various Gardens, but these have subsequently been changed to “Locality 
Factors”, which relate to the number of butterflies recorded from the Garden under consideration. 

The number of species observed during the course of a single day’s visit is converted to an 
Abundance Index (Ax) using the following formula: 

Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * LF)) 1/1.5 

Where “n” is the number of species observed and “LF” is a locality factor, obtained from the 
following table: 

GARDEN CHECKLIST 
FACTOR 
(F) 

George 55 34% 

Harold Porter 45 28% 

Kirstenbosch 38 24% 

KwaZulu-Natal 131 82% 

Lowveld 130 81% 

Pretoria 71 44% 

Walter Sisulu 113 71% 

 
These locality factors will change, as we acquire more data, but the idea is to compare relative 
butterfly abundance at our National Butterfly Gardens on a like-for-like basis. 
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Records for the 2022 – 2023 season are indicated below:  
 

 
 

 

Average indexes since the commencement of butterfly-monitoring of the National Botanical 
Gardens are indicated below. Average scores for the 2021 – 2022 season were, in general, 
slightly lower than for the previous season. 2022 – 2023 has got off to a reasonable start. 

 

 

 

 

  

n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax n Ax

Garden Route 3 1,9 1 10 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Harold Porter 3 2 1 1,5 5 2,5 7 2,8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Kirstenbosch 5 2,6 3 2,2 6 2,9 10 3,6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

KwaZulu-Natal 22 2,9 12 2,3 17 2,6 22 2,9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Lowveld 38 3,8 38 3,8 47 4,2 46 4,2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pretoria 13 3 21 3,8 18 3,5 23 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Walter Sisulu 14 2,6 26 3,4 41 4,2 35 3,9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Butterfly Index (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
The Butterfly Index is tracking trends of butterfly abundance in South Africa, post January 2018. 
Supplementing this project, LepSoc Africa are conducting butterfly-surveys of several National 
Botanical Gardens, which is incorporated into the Butterfly Index data if there are no “better” 
scores. 
 
We have nearly completed five years of butterfly surveys - a graph indicating a summary of 
records is indicated below. No real trends have emerged yet, other than that butterfly abundance 
in the summer months is significantly less than an assumed “ideal” whereas in winter the numbers 
are generally higher!  

2022 (the grey line on the graph below), has been a relatively poor year so far, but picked up 
considerably in September and October. 

 

 
For the Butterfly Index, I require the number of species seen at a single locality in a single day. If 
your survey is superficial (less than 1-hour in duration) or based on observations from a suburban 
garden or a farm, please let me know and I’ll multiply the number obtained by 1.5. 
 
Steve Woodhall’s Butterfly App is a great way of saving butterfly checklists. If you forward me lists, 
I will ensure that they are submitted to LepiBase and that the records are included with our annual 
provincial data submissions. 
 
For information, the Abundance Index (Ax) is calculated using the following formula, where n 
represents the species-count from a site and F is the relevant percentage factor from the Biome or 
Locality table: 

Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5 

Biome factors (Fb) are indicated in the table below. In instances where records are obtained from 
a locality with an established checklist, Locality factors (Fl) are used instead. 
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Butterfly Index 2018 to 2022

IDEAL 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
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Methodology  
 
1/. Each Province receives a monthly rating between, which will be more than 1 (Very Poor) and is 
unlikely to exceed 5 (Excellent). Lesotho and Swaziland are included as Provinces. 
 
2/. The rating is based on the highest recorded individual monthly species-count within the 
province under consideration. The numbers are based on representatives of the Papilionoidea 
superfamily (traditional butterflies). 
 
3/. In instances where data is acquired from several biomes within a single Province, the highest 
rating will be used.  
 
Annual prizes will be awarded to the most active provincial representatives! 
 
  

Lowveld 

Savanna or 

Forest (L.S.)

Highveld 

Savanna 

(H.S)

Highveld 

Grassland 

(H.G.)

Arid Savanna 

(A.S)

Karoo (K) Fynbos (F) Afromontane 

Forest (A.F.)

5 Excellent >79 >59 >39 >27 >19 >20 >59

4 Good 52 to 79 39 to 59 26 to 39 19 to 27 13 to 19 13 to 20 39 to 59

3 Average 29 to 51 21 to 38 15 to 25 10 to 18 8 to 12 8 to 12 21 to 38

2 Poor 10 to 28 7 to 21 5 to 14 4 to 9 3 to 7 3 to 7 7 to 21

1 Very Poor ≤9 ≤7 ≤4 ≤3 ≤2 ≤2 ≤7

0 No Data

NUMBER OF SPECIES RECORDED FROM A SINGLE LOCALITY IN A SINGLE DAY

BIOMEABUNDANCE 

INDEX
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Objectives 
 
1/. To monitor long term trends in butterfly abundance throughout South Africa 
2/. To compare seasonal and annual abundance indexes  
3/. To compare current butterfly-counts with historical benchmarks 
 
Data – September and October: 
 

 
 
LF in the Biome field refers to a Locality Factor, which are used when the number of species from 
a given locality are well recorded; other abbreviations are as per the Abundance Factor table. 
 
Summarized Butterfly Index Data – 2022: 
  

  

Index Score Locality Biome Observer Index Score Locality Biome Observer

Gauteng 4,2 41 WSBG LF Lourens Erasmus 4,2 29 Suikerbosrand H.G. Jeremy Dobson

KwaZulu-Natal 3,8 47 Hluhluwe L.S. Mark Liptrot 4,7 70 Harold Johnson L.S. Steve Woodhall

Limpopo 4,3 47 Bateleur H.S. Jeremy Dobson 4,1 98 Lekgalameetse LF André Coetzer

Mpumalanga 4,2 47 Lowveld LF Christopher Willis 4,2 58 Mountainlands L.S. Jeremy Dobson

Western Cape 2,9 Kirstenbosch LF Fanie Rautenbach 3,6 Kirstenbosch LF Fanie Rautenbach

Eastern Cape 0 0

Northern Cape 4 13 Sutherland K Jeremy Dobson 4,6 17 Richtersveld K Johan Greyling

Southern Cape 0 0

North West 3,6 29 Utopia H.S. Jeremy Dobson 0

Free State 0 0

Lesotho 0 0

Swaziland 0 0

PROVINCE

2022

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Gauteng 4,2 4,2 3,6 3,9 3,1 2,5 2,7 3,4 4,2 4,2

KwaZulu-Natal 3,2 3,4 4,0 3,9 2,6 4,4 2,9 2,4 3,8 4,7

Limpopo 3,9 4,8 0 3,6 3,6 0 0 0 4,3 4,1

Mpumalanga 0 3,7 4,7 4,4 4,3 3,7 3,4 3,8 4,2 4,2

Western Cape 5,1 0 4,6 4,3 3,4 3,1 2,6 2,2 2,9 3,6

Eastern Cape 0 3,7 3,6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Northern Cape 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4,6

Southern Cape 0 0 3,3 2,6 0 0 0 1,9 0 0

North West 0 3,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,6 0

Free State 0 3,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lesotho 3,6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Swaziland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PROVINCE
2022 - SUMMARY
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LepiMAP (Les Underhill)  
 
LepiMAP is helping to build up-to-date distribution maps for the butterflies and moths of Africa. 
These maps are critically important for conservation management and priority setting. Without 
good distribution maps, species conservation is largely guesswork. You can make your 
photography count for conservation by uploading your photos into the Virtual Museum. 
  

http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/ 
 

Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity (BED) (Jonathan Colville) 
 
The Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity project (BED) is a three-year research enterprise led by 
SANBI. The BED project seeks to map patterns of evolutionary diversity for butterflies across 
South African landscapes. It aims, through collecting DNA samples of all South African butterfly 
species, to identify areas not only of high butterfly species richness and conservation concern, but 
also areas of high evolutionary importance. LepSoc Africa will be the main collecting agency for 
this project, which will also provide the phylogenetic analyses to enable us to resolve a number of 
taxonomic issues. 
 
Everyone can assist with this project: for further information, go to:  
 

http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/ 

 
Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) (Hermann Staude) 
 
The third volume of the CRG results has been published in Metamorphosis: Volume 31 / 3. 
 
Anybody wishing to join, please refer to the LepSoc Africa website for details 
(http://www.lepsoc.org.za/) or visit the Facebook page  
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/ 
 

 
COREL 
 
Custodians of Rare and Endangered Lepidoptera (COREL) is a joint LepSoc Africa–Brenton Blue 
Trust project to secure the survival of our threatened butterfly and moth species. 
 
If you would like to assist COREL in any capacity, please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com 
A link to the latest COREL guidelines is attached below: 
 

COREL - Structure and guidelines 
  

CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH 

 

http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/
file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/jchdobson@gmail.com
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dhewypd72x322la/Reorganisation%20of%20the%20COREL%20programme.pdf?dl=0
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Thestor Project (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
There are no new developments regarding the Thestor Project this month, although hopefully a 
few samples are being captured countrywide! We should have some further mtDNA barcodes in 
January – refer to Aloeides Project. 
 
Barcodes (typically from, or near, type localities) have been obtained for the following taxa: 
 

Thestor brachycerus dukei, Thestor camdeboo, Thestor dicksoni dicksoni, Thestor dicksoni 
malagas, Thestor dicksoni warreni, Thestor holmesi, Thestor kaplani, Thestor penningtoni, 
Thestor petra tempe, Thestor pictus, Thestor rooibergensis, Thestor strutti and Thestor 
yildizae.  

 
In addition, samples have been obtained, for sequencing, of the following butterflies: many of 
these have already been given to Pasi Sihvonen: 
 

Thestor barbatus (Dave Edge), Thestor basuta basuta (Jeremy Dobson), Thestor basuta 
capeneri (Jeremy Dobson), Thestor brachycera brachycera (Dave Edge), Thestor braunsi 
(Jeremy Dobson), Thestor claassensi (Andrew Morton), Thestor coetzeri (Graham 
Henning), Thestor montanus (Graham Henning), Thestor murrayi (Dave Edge), Thestor 
protumnus aridus (Jeremy Dobson), Thestor rossouwi (Ernest Pringle), Thestor stepheni 
(Chris Dobson) and Thestor vansoni (Dave Edge) 

 
“Missing” taxa are as follows: 
 

Thestor calviniae, Thestor compassbergae, Thestor dryburghi, Thestor overbergensis, 
Thestor penningtoni, Thestor petra petra, Thestor pringlei, Thestor protumnus protumnus, 
Thestor protumnus terblanchei and Thestor rileyi.  

 
I’d also like to obtain samples of other southern African Miletinae: 
 

Aslauga australis, Lachnocnema bibulus, Lachnocnema durbani and Lachnocnema laches. 
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Spialia Project (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
Johan Greyling is to sponsor a plate of Spialia samples for mtDNA COI sequencing. By Spialia, I 
include the recently erected genera Agyllia and Ernsta. Please try and collect samples of these 
butterflies! 
 
We are trying to establish the overall relatedness of various Spialia (and related genera) and at the 
same time, look out for new species. We will focus primarily on Southern African taxa. 
 
I’ve already collected a few samples and have trawled BOLD and GENBANK is search of 
appropriate DNA sequences. We also acquired a few barcodes from the Karoo BioGaps project.  
 
We have obtained samples of the following butterflies this season: 
 

Agyllia asterodia, Agyllia agylla agylla, Agyllia agylla bamptoni, Ernsta delagoae, Ernsta 
depauperata australis, Ernsta nanus, Ernsta colotes transvaaliae, Spialia ferax, Spialia 
mafa mafa, Spialia spio and Gomalia elma. 

 
“Missing” taxa include: 
 

Ernsta sataspes, Ernsta confusa confusa, Ernsta paula and Ernsta secessus. 
 

  

Green-marbled Sandman 
Gomalia elma elma 

Crocodile Gorge, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

Speckled Sandman 
Spialia mafa mafa 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Blotched Sandman 
Spialia spio 

Hennops River, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Aloeides Project (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
Pasi Sihvonen reports that our Aloeides and Thestor samples were to be shipped to Canada on 31 
October - there was a slight delay, as Pasi was compiling a large consignment of 50 plates. 
 
All going well, the sequences should be available in January, so the Aloeides team will have a 
busy start to 2023!  
 
Provided we can obtain barcodes from all the Aloeides samples, we will only be missing two 
species. These are: 
 

• Aloeides angolensis  

• Aloeides namibiensis 
 
There is very little information available for either of these butterflies. A. angolensis was described 
by Tite & Dickson in 1973; type locality “Benguella”, Angola. The types were caught by a Dr 
Ansorge on 26 September 1904 and are in the British Museum. D’Abrera’s Butterflies of the 
Afrotropical Region (Part 3) contains images of a male (upper side) and female (underside). 
Afrotropical Butterflies says that A. angolensis lies in the Aloeides damarensis group, but to me 
they look closer to A. almeida.  
 
That’s about all we know about this butterfly - no one has seen it for over 100 years!  
 
Aloeides namibiensis was described by Henning & Henning in 1994 from four specimens caught 
near “Omuramba Omatako”, Namibia on 3 Dec 1949, which are in the Windhoek Museum. 
According to Penningtons 2, the locality is at approximately 19⁰ S and 19⁰ 30’ E. This places it 
about 40 km northeast of the C44 on the D3308. In March this year, Peter Ward and I found a 
likely looking spot a bit south of this: red dunes with lots of flowering Hermannia (-19.282639° 
19.320636°). Unfortunately, we didn’t find A. namibiensis (we may have been too late in the 
season), although there were loads of Aloeides molomo krooni and a few Aloeides damarensis 
damarensis. 
 
A female specimen is figured in D’Abrera and a male in Pennington’s 2; they look similar to A. 
damarensis, but with much more extensive brown markings on the upper side; it’s also probably a 
bit smaller. According to Afrotropical Butterflies, Isaac Coetzer caught this species near the tarred 
road between Windhoek and Ghanzi (Tsootsha) in January 1999. Peter and I looked for likely 
spots on our March visit, without success. 
 
Otavi resident, LepSoc Africa’s Alex Singleton, is going to look out for this butterfly during the 
coming season; if anyone is visiting Namibia or Angola, please try and find these elusive 
butterflies! 
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Aloeides Gallery 2022 – 2023 Season 
 

  

Pointed Russet 
Aloeides apicalis 
Gifberg, W Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

Roggeveld Russet 
Aloeides vansoni 

Sutherland, N Cape 
Jeremy Dobson 

Brown Russet 
Aloeides trimeni trimeni 

Hennops River, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Apricot Russet 
Aloeides aranda 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

Mottled Russet 
Aloeides molomo molomo 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Hillside Russet 
Aloeides henningi 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Northern Damara Russet 
Aloeides damarensis mashona 

Lydenburg, Mpumalanga 
Chris Hines  

Grassveld Russet 
Aloeides swanepoeli 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Mountain Russet 
Aloeides titei 

Long Tom Pass, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

Barberton Russet 
Aloeides barbarae 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

Cloud Russet 
Aloeides nubilus 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 

Escarpment Russet 
Aloeides dryas 

Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Metamorphosis  
 
Dave Edge is the Editor of Metamorphosis. 
 
Metamorphosis Volume 32 (2021) has been printed and is on sale to LepSoc Africa members for  
R 220 (R 260 for non-members). This is a compilation of articles, taxonomic papers and notes 
published online by Metamorphosis during 2021. 
 
For more details, view the Metamorphosis section of the LepSoc Africa website under the 
Publications tab (lepsocafrica.org) 
 
Please order hard copies using the online shop (https://lepsocafrica.org/) or contact Dave at 
orachrysops@gmail.com. 
 
The cover of Volume 32 is indicated below. 
 
Volume 32 Part 1 

 

 
 
  

PUBLICATIONS 

 

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/lepsocafrica.org
https://lepsocafrica.org/
mailto:orachrysops@gmail.com
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2022 
 
Volume 33  
 
New articles in Metamorphosis : 
 

Taxonomic notes on Liptena fatima (Kirby, 1890), with description of a new subspecies 
(Papilionoidea: Lycaenidae: Poritiinae). 
 

Michel Libert 
 
Iolaus freyaallanae sp. nov. (Papilionoidea: Lycaenidae: Theclinae) – a new species from 
Zambia in the genus Iolaus Hübner, [1819], subgenus Iolaphilus Stempffer & Bennett, 
1958. 
 

Szabolcs Sáfián 
 

 

2020  
 

Volume 31 Part 1 
Articles: 139 - 147 

  
R250 excluding postage. 

 
Volume 31 Part 2 

Dr Martin Kruger : Obituary by Hermann Staude and Wolfram Mey 
  

R350 excluding postage 

 
Volume 31 Part 3 

The Caterpillar Rearing Group 
  

R600 excluding postage 

 
Volume 31 Part 4 

Outcomes of the Southern African Lepidoptera Conservation Assessment  
 
R250 excluding postage 
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Johan Heyns has a large collection of photographs, which are included as a regular feature in this 
newsletter.  
 
We continue with the Geometridae family and the Ennominae subfamily  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  

Chiasmia rectilinea 
Johan Heyns 

Ascotis selenaria 
Johan Heyns 

 

 

Cabera strigata 
Johan Heyns 

 

Chiasmia simplicilinea 
Johan Heyns 

 

Chiasmia sp. 
Johan Heyns 

 

Chiasmia sp. 
Johan Heyns 

 

OTHER BUTTERFLIES 
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Gauteng 
 
I visited the Hillshaven / Glenharvie region on 19 September. Although windy, it was a warm day 
and the veld looked perfect for butterflies: there had been a winter grass burn and there were lots 
of flowers, including Cat’s Whiskers (Ocimum obovatum), the larval foodplant of Highveld Giant 
Cupid (Lepidochrysops praeterita). 
 
I undertook a thorough search of the Hillshaven and Glenharvie colonies, plus satellite sites near 
Lenasia, east of Hillshaven and south of Glenharvie. I only found two butterflies, both at 
Hillshaven, although one these was an ovipositing female. 
 
Other butterflies I encountered on this trip included Mottled Russet (Aloeides molomo molomo) 
(south of Glenharvie) and Brown Russet (Aloeides trimeni trimeni) (Kalbasfontein). There were no 
Toothed Russet (Aloeides dentatis dentatis) near Sebokeng. 
 
A follow up vist to Hillshaven on 23 Sep was better - I recorded about 10 praeterita (they were 
flying with Patrician Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops patricia) and Potchefstroom Giant Cupid 
(Lepidochrysops procera). This may not sound too bad, until you consider that this is about all the 
praeterita that are flying this season. Given the diminished distribution range and reduced 
population density over the last five years, I believe this butterfly would classify as Critically 
Endangered if is was subjected to an IUCN assessment today, although perhaps we should give 
this one more season. 
 

 

REGIONAL ROUNDUP 

 

Highveld Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops praeterita 

Hillshaven, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Mottled Russet 
Aloeides molomo molomo 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Brown Russet 
Aloeides trimeni trimeni 
Kalbasfontein, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pirate 
Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Marmalade Silverline 
Cigaritis mozambica 
Hillshaven, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Hillside Russet 
Aloeides henningi 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 
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A visit to Hennops River in September wasn’t very productive. I’d hoped to see Brown-line 
Sapphire (Iolaus alienus alienus), but there were none; in fact, there were no “good” Highveld 
spring butterflies at all. 
 

 
I visited Walkerville in early October to look for Highveld Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops praeterita) 
and Potchefstroom Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops procera). There was no sign of either butterfly, 
and very little larval food plant, Ocimum obovatum. I counted 19 species, which is OK, but not 
great for Highveld grassland in spring (index 3,4 – Average). 
 
I saw several Southern African Caper White (Belenois creona severina); twenty years ago, this 
was a rare butterfly in Walkerville – it was too cold. 

 

 
Lourens Erasmus visited Enoch’s Walk on 8 October and recorded 21 butterflies, including Velvet 
Spotted Paradise Skipper (Abantis tettensis). 
  

Apricot Russet 
Aloeides aranda 

Hennops River, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Glitter Silverline 
Cigaritis natalensis 

Hennops River, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Blotched Sandman 
Spialia spio 

Hennops River, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

African Grass Blue 
Zizeeria knysna knysna 

Walkerville, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

African Meadow White 
Pontia helice helice 

Walkerville, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Sabi Smoky Blue 
Euchrysops dolorosa 
Walkerville, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Broad-bordered Acraea 
Acraea anemosa 

Enoch’s Walk, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Velvet Spotted Paradise Skipper 
Abantis tettensis 

Enoch’s Walk, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Eastern Amber Fig-tree Blue 
Myrina silenus ficedula 
Enoch’s Walk, Gauteng 

Lourens Erasmus 
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I visited Suikerbosrand on 26 October, to check on the Toothed Russet (Aloeides dentatis 
dentatis) populations. The butterfly was out but was very scarce: much of the reserve had been 
subjected to an extensive (and unplanned) grass-burn in late September – a problem for dentatis I 
think. I recorded 29 species - not bad for a Highveld grassland locality (Index 4,2 – Good). 
 

 
Some photos from Andrew Mayer and Ilze Joubert: 
  

Toothed Russet 
Aloeides dentatis dentatis 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pirate 
Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe 

Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Hillside Russet 
Aloeides henningi 

Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Patrician Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops patricia 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

African Plain Tiger / African Monarch 
Danaus chrysippus orientis 

Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Speckled Sandman 
Spialia mafa mafa 

Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Forest Caper White 
Belenois zochalia zochalia 

Randburg, Gauteng 
Andrew Mayer 

Topaz Babul Blue 
Azanus jesous 

Pretoria, Gauteng 
Ilze Joubert 

African Meadow White 
Pontia helice helice 
Pretoria, Gauteng 

Ilze Joubert 
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Lourens Erasmus visited Ezemvelo in October: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
And some more photos from Stephen Ball: 

  

Steel-blue Ciliate Blue 
Anthene definita definita 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined White 
Belenois aurota 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Northern Bright Marbled Sapphire 
Stugeta bowkeri tearei 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Black-bordered Babul Blue 
Azanus moriqua 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Protea Sapphire  
Iolaus trimeni 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

African Meadow White 
Pontia helice helice 
Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Pea Blue 
Lampides boeticus 

Lourieskloof, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 

Potchefstroom Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops procera 

Glenharvie, Gauteng 
Stephen Ball 
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Limpopo 
 
Mark Williams, Lourens Erasmus, Stephen Ball and I visited Bateleur on 25 September. A large 
group of St John’s boys are staying at Bateleur until the end of November. This presents a unique 
opportunity to search for Waterberg Sunset Copper (Erikssonia edgei) and we discussed a 
proposed monitoring program with the supervisor, Malcolm Douglas. 
 
We failed in our search for edgei, but found 47 butterfly species, which represents a solid 4,3 
(Good) on the Butterfly Index scale. Butterflies encountered included Speckled Orange 
(Parosmodes morantii morantii), Hutchinson's High-flier (Aphnaeus hutchinsonii), Ashen Smoky 
Blue (Euchrysops subpallida), Protea Sapphire (Iolaus trimeni) and Crescent White Lady 
(Graphium morania). 
 
Mark found a solitary Forest Sandman (Ernsta dromus), which is a new record for Bateleur. 
 

 
  

Marsh Patroller 
Brakefieldia perspicua perspicua 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 

Orange Pearl-spotted Princess 
Charaxes jahlusa rex 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 

Crescent White Lady 
Graphium morania 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Speckled Orange 
Parosmodes morantii morantii 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 

Northern Bright Marbled Sapphire 
Cigaritis mozambica 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Painted Lady 
Vanessa cardui 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Lourens Erasmus and Stephen Ball submitted some pictures from the same Bateleur trip: 

 
Some pictures from Lekgalameetse by André Coetzer and Vaughan Jessnitz:  

Wandering Donkey Acraea 
Acraea neobule neobule 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Lourens Erasmus 

Brown Grass Jewel  
Freyeria trochylus 
Bateleur, Limpopo 
Lourens Erasmus 

Protea Sapphire 
Iolaus trimeni 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Lourens Erasmus 

Plain Black-eye 
Leptomyrina henningi henningi 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Lourens Erasmus 

Bush Scarlet 
Axiocerses amanga amanga 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Stephen Ball 

Speckled Orange 
Parosmodes morantii morantii 

Bateleur, Limpopo 
Stephen Ball 

King Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops tantalus 
Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 

André Coetzer 

Large Striped Swordtail 
Graphium antheus 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
André Coetzer 

Dead-leaf Commodore 
Precis tugela tugela 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
André Coetzer 

Common Barred Sailer 
Neptis laeta 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
André Coetzer 

Rainforest Acraea 
Acraea boopis boopis 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Apricot Playboy 
Deudorix dinochares 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
Vaughan Jessnitz 
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Mpumalanga 
 
Lourens took the following photos at Elandshoogte on 14 October, both in the forest and in the 
adjacent grassland: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Vaughan Jessnitz visited Sterkspruit and the surrounding areas in 
October, and a butterfly photo from Hermann Staude: 

  

North-eastern Hillside Brown 
Stygionympha scotina coetzeri 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Mpumalanga Battling Glider 
Cymothoe alcimeda marieps 
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 

Lourens Erasmus 

Dead-leaf Commodore 
Precis tugela tugela 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Mpumalanga Forest King 
Charaxes xiphares draconis 
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 

Lourens Erasmus 

Cloud Russet 
Aloeides nubilus 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

White-banded Sash 
Papilio echerioides echerioides 

Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 
Lourens Erasmus 

Ketsi Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops ketsi ketsi 
Sterkspruit, Mpumalanga 

Vaughan Jessnitz 

Injured Emperor 
Bunaeopsis arabella 

Sterkspruit, Mpumalanga 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Narrow-banded Widow 
Dingana angusta 

Mt Sheba, Mpumalanga 
Hermann Staude 
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KZN 
 

 

Southern Diverse Albatross 
Appias epaphia contracta 

Harold Johnson, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Bush Night-fighter 
Artitropa erinnys erinnys 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Southern Mocker Swallowtail 
Papilio dardanus cenea 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Eastern Boisduval's False Acraea 
Pseudacraea boisduvalii trimenii 

Harold Johnson, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Sulphur Orange Tip 
Colotis auxo auxo 

Harold Johnson, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Variable Bush Brown 
Bicyclus safitza safitza 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Dusky-veined Amber 
Telchinia igola 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Common Mother-of-pearl 
Protogoniomorpha parhassus 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

White-barred Amber 
Telchinia encedon encedon 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Vine-leaf Vagrant 
Eronia cleodora 

Harold Johnson, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Patrician Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops patricia 
Harold Johnson, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 

Southern White-barred Emperor 
Charaxes brutus natalensis 

Gillitts, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 
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Northern Cape 

 

Western Cape 

 

 

 

 

  

Plain Russet 
Aloeides almeida 

Kleinmond, W Cape 
Geoff Lockwood 

Water Opal  
Chrysoritis palmus palmus 

Kleinmond, W Cape 
Geoff Lockwood 

Monkey Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops methymna methymna 

Betty’s Bay, W Cape 
Geoff Lockwood 

Warrior Silver-spotted Copper 
Argyraspodes argyraspis 

Northern Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Veined Russet 
Aloeides pierus 
Northern Cape 

Vaughan Jessnitz 

Lysander Pan Opal 
Chrysoritis pan lysander 

Northern Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Jitterbug Rippled Opal 
Chrysoritis zeuxo zeuxo 

De Mond, W Cape 
Cassia Gallagher 

Hawequas Sky-blue Giant Cupid 
Lepidochrysops oreas junae 

De Mond, W Cape 
Cassia Gallagher 

Boland Rocksitter 
Durbaniopsis saga 

Northern Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Namaqua Arrowhead 
Phasis clavum clavum 

Northern Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

Namaqua Spring Widow 
Tarsocera namaquensis 

Northern Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 
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Cameroon   The Gambia   Rwanda 

 

Uganda 

 

  

AFRICA DESK 

African Savanna Grass Yellow 
Terias hecabe solifera 

The Gambia 
Allen Holmes 

Savanna Elf 
Eretis lugens 

Rwanda 
Andrew Kruger 

Orange Silver Speckle 
Lipaphnaeus leonina leonina 

Makondo, Cameroon 
Pinchung Lee 

Grey Wanderer 
Acraea parageum parageum 

Nkima, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

Fairy Amber 
Telchinia orestia orestia 

Nkima, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

Nyangori Acraea Mimic 
Mimacraea krausei poultoni 

Nkima, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

Moon Blue Playboy 
Pilodeudorix baginei 

Nkima, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

Dancing Amber 
Telchinia serena 
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

Abadima Acraea 
Acraea pseudegina 
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 
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Kenya 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Namibia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Eastern Scarlet 
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane 

Otavi, Namibia 
Alex Singleton 

Glitter Silverline 
Cigaritis natalensis 

Otavi, Namibia 
Alex Singleton 

Common Geranium Bronze 
Cacyreus marshalli 

Otavi, Namibia 
Alex Singleton 

Namibian Straight-line Sapphire 
Iolaus silarus brainei 

Otavi, Namibia 
Alex Singleton 

Eastern Dotted Border 
Mylothris agathina agathina 

Otavi, Namibia 
Alex Singleton 

Pea Blue 
Lampides boeticus 

Swakopmund, Namibia 
Katharina Reddig 

Highlands Bush Night-fighter 
Artitropa erinnys vansomereni 

ABRI, Kenya 
Szabolcs Sáfián 

Kenyan Bright Marbled Sapphire 
Stugeta bowkeri mombasae 

Mandini, Kenya 
Szabolcs Sáfián 
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Zimbabwe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Broad-bordered Grass Yellow 
Terias brigitta brigitta 
Harare, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 

Ragged Paradise Skipper 
Abantis pillaana 

Buffalo Range, Zimbabwe 
Arthur Harmsworth 

Tailed Black-eye 
Leptomyrina hirundo 

Buffalo Range, Zimbabwe 
Arthur Harmsworth 

White-barred Amber 
Telchinia encedon encedon 
Buffalo Range, Zimbabwe 

Arthur Harmsworth 

Scarlet Acraea 
Acraea atolmis 

Hwange, Zimbabwe 
Corne Rautenbach 

Southern Pied Woolly Legs 
Lachnocnema laches 

Harare, Zimbabwe 
Ian Riddell 

Eastern Scarlet 
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane 

Nyanga, Zimbabwe 
Johno Whitaker 

Less Pearl-spotted Princess 
Charaxes jahlusa argynnides 

Nyanga, Zimbabwe 
Johno Whitaker 

African Queen Fritillary 
Issoria smaragdifera smaragdifera 

Nyanga, Zimbabwe 
Johno Whitaker 

White-tipped Ash Blue 
Eicochrysops hippocrates 

Harare, Zimbabwe 
Jono Francis 

Forest Elfin 
Sarangesa motozi 

Mana Pools, Zimbabwe 
Jono Francis 

Mottled-green Nymph 
Euryphura achlys 

Honde Valley, Zimbabwe 
Lloyd 
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Elected Executive Councillors and LSA Directors: 

• Jeremy Dobson (Chairman) 

• Justin Bode (Secretary) 

• Peter Ward (Treasurer) 
 

Co-opted Councillors 

• Dave Edge (Editor of Metamorphosis) 

• Reinier Terblanche (Conservation, Research and Permits) 
 
Branch Chairmen 

• Lourens Erasmus (Highveld – Gauteng, North West and Free State) 

• Kevin Cockburn (KwaZulu-Natal) 

• Andrew Morton (Western Cape) 

• Ernest Pringle (Eastern Cape) 

• Hanna Edge (Southern Cape) 

• Vaughan Jessnitz (Limpopo) 

• Reinier Terblanche (Northern Cape) 

• Michael Ochse (Germany) 
 
Metamorphosis Volume 32 (2021) – Part 1 is on sale for R 220 (R 260 for non-members).  
 

 
 
*Sponsor members are entitled to a free copy of Metamorphosis, but not supplementary, stand-
alone publications, such as the CRG results or the SALCA assessments. 
 
**Family Membership is available to married couples or life partners, plus dependent children 
under the age of 18. 
 
MEMBERSHIP OF LEPSOC AFRICA IS FREE TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 16 
 

Subscriptions are due on 01 January each year and, for new members, are discounted by 50% 

after 31 June; to renew your membership, click on the following link: 

 

LepSoc Africa subscriptions 

  

2022

Category
South 

African
Africa

Inter-   

national

South 

African
Africa

Inter-   

national

South 

African
Africa

Inter-   

national

Sponsor* R1 300 R 1 300 R 1 480 Included TBA TBA R 1 300 R 1 300 R 1 480

Ordinary R 310 R 310 R 380 R 220 TBA TBA R 530 TBA TBA

Pensioner (over 60 yrs) R 240 R 240 R 290 R 220 TBA TBA R 440 TBA TBA

Student (under 23 yrs) R 160 R 160 R 220 R 220 TBA TBA R 380 TBA TBA

Family Membership** R 480 R 480  R  480 R 220 TBA TBA R 700 TBA TBA

Family (Pensioners) R 370 R 370 R  370 R 220 TBA TBA R 590 TBA TBA

Metamorphosis  printed copy      

(preceding year i.e 2021)

Annual subscriptions, plus 

printed copy of 

Metamorphosis

Annual subscription fee                    

(current year i.e 2022)

LEPSOC AFRICA - SUBSCRIPTIONS 2022

LEPSOC AFRICA COUNCIL 

http://www.lepsocafrica.org/?p=members&s=Renew
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Please forward any photographs that you would like to display in this Newsletter, with your 

identification and the month that the photograph was taken, to jchdobson@gmail.com. 

There will be a Photograph of the Month (two in each episode); the season runs from August to 

July and the annual winner is announced in September’s edition. The decision, by the editor, is 

final and will be based on photographic merit, but may be swayed by donations to the Society. 

Entries for September 

 

  

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MONTH 

SEPTEMBER 
 
September is probably the month for butterflies 
in the Johannesburg area. 
 
This spectacular image of Hutchinson's High-
flier (Aphnaeus hutchinsonii), in flight, was 
taken by Stephen Ball at Lourieskloof, west of 
Pretoria. 
 
Taking good photos of hutchinsonii is hard 
enough – they tend to rest high up in trees or 
bushes – so this picture is extraordinary. 
 

Painted Emperor 
Charaxes saturnus 

Lourieskloof, Gauteng  
Lourens Erasmus 

 

 
 

Brown-line Sapphire 
Iolaus alienus alienus  
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Stephen Ball 
 
 

Broad-bordered Acraea 
Acraea anemosa  

Enoch’s Walk, Gauteng 
Andrew Mayer 

 

Hutchinson's High-flier 
Aphnaeus hutchinsonii   
Lourieskloof, Gauteng  

Lourens Erasmus 
 
 

Buff-tipped Paradise Skipper 
Abantis canopus 

Kloof, KwaZulu-Natal 
Steve Woodhall 

 

 

Yellow-banded Amber 
Telchinia cabira 

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

 

 
 

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/jchdobson@gmail.com
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Entries for October 

 

  

Eastern Scarlet 
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane 

Harold Johnson, KZN 
Steve Woodhall 

Northern Bright Marbled Sapphire 
Stugeta bowkeri tearei 

Ezemvelo, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

 
 
 

Large Striped Swordtail 
Graphium antheus   
Fort Pearson, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 
 

Eastern Boisduval's False Acraea 
Pseudacraea boisduvalii trimenii   

Lekgalameetse, Limpopo 
André Coetzer 

 
 
 
 
 
OCTOBER 
 
It’s high time that a Skipper won the monthly 
photographic competition, and I like this image of 
Buff-tipped Paradise Skipper (Abantis canopus). 
 
The photographer was André Coetzer, who took 
this picture at Lekgalameetse, Limpopo Province 
in October. 
 
Unfortunately, the butterfly is feeding on the exotic 
and invasive weed, Lantana camara… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Namaqua Spring Widow 
Tarsocera namaquensis   

N Cape 
Vaughan Jessnitz 

 
 
 
 
 

Pirate 
Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe   

Glenharvie, KZN 
Stephen Ball 
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Lesotho, January 2001  
André Coetzer  

 
Getting up at two o'clock in the morning has never been easy but as I am a lepidopterist, I have to 
get used to it. On Saturday, the 27th January we had to get up early to pick up other fellow 
lepidopterists and set off for Lesotho. We eventually left Steve Woodhall's house in Edenvale at 
4:00am together with Steve and Nolan Owen-Johnston, all stuffed into our car. The trip to Lesotho 
seemed very short to me and when I woke up, we were almost at Fouriesburg, close to the border. 
We stopped at a garage to fill up before we entered foreign territory. As we got out to stretch, a 
mint male Aeropetes tulbaghia flopped past us. I have caught many Aeropetes in my life, but I 
have never managed to pick up a nice male until recently at Mariepskop in the northern Transvaal. 
In any case, we still needed some nice males from other areas. Steve Woodhall saw it when it 
settled on a gutter of the toilets. I only managed to get out my net with a handle of 30cm. Since I 
did not see it settle, I asked Steve to catch it. He crept up around the wall and with one 
magnificent catch managed to bag it. Well, that was the beginning of a very successful trip to the 
roof of Africa!  
 
We entered Lesotho through the Caledonspoort border post and for the first time in a very, very 
long time, there were NO clouds. The sky was a bright blue and the roadsides were dotted with 
flame red Pokers. We left the border and drove on to a spot just before Oxbow. On the right side 
of the road was a marsh where Steve told us we could get some Pseudonympha varii. We caught 
some varii's the previous time we went to Lesotho, but Steve wanted some so we decided to take 
a look around. We all got off and Steve, my father and I started walking to the marsh. The first 
thing we saw were little brown dots flopping over the moist grass. My father took the first swipe 
and missed. That little flopping brown dot was soon transformed into a little brown rocket and then 
zoomed away. Fortunately, there were plenty so we all got nice series of varii. On the way back to 
the car, Nolan showed us a spot for a Harpendyreus species (I think it is H. tsomo) underneath the 
bridge. We also got a nice series of them. We decided that since this was Lesotho, and there were 
still no clouds in sight, we should make for the Chrysoritis pelion spot. We did not know how long 
the weather was going to hold. As soon as we passed the next ridge, we saw all doom – a few tiny 
white spots on the horizon. Little white spots can only do one thing. They can't rain, they can't 
cover the sun and they can't bring bad weather. They can only grow. We decided to quickly get 
some Pseudonympha penningtoni. We stopped at the quarry on the Tlaeeng Pass, which is the 
highest road in Africa at 3 251 m above sea level. This time the browns were a lot more common. 
Since we also got Pseudonympha penningtoni last time we came, I decided to try and photograph 
them. Little browns settle very often and they settle for long periods, except when you try to 
photograph them. Then you can only get to about 70 cm from them before they take off and settle 
about three metres away. The times when I did manage to get close, they were not impressed. 
They would sit there with their wings closed and creep around the blade of grass so that I couldn't 
get any photo whatsoever. My father called me and showed me his little penningtoni. A normal 
little butterfly except that the brown patch on the forewing upper side was yellow. I knew that it was 
our second aberration. As we got in the car again, we again noticed the few little white clouds. 
They were now covering the landscape. Again we decided to get to the Chrysoritis spot quickly. 
We eventually arrived at the Motete River and Steve showed us the "hill" on which they all caught 
them.  
 
The sky was already covered in massive, dark clouds and we knew we only had a few minutes 
before we were going to be soaked. Fortunately, our luck held up a bit and when we started 
climbing, the sun broke through a few clouds. The first butterflies to show their faces were some 
Pseudonympha gaika. I caught one but decided that Chrysoritis pelion was more important and I 

TRAWLING THE ARCHIVES… 
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joined Steve as he was climbing the hill. As soon as we reached the first ridge, a pelion darted 
past us and dived down into a gully. I was just getting a little bit upset, when Steve told me that it 
would come up again. I don't think he finished his sentence when it turned up again. I ran up a little 
bit higher right into the path of a fiery rocket. It tried dodging but my primary school cricket shots 
paid off. I got it. I got my first Chrysoritis with blue on the upper side!!! Lesotho was a success. 
Steve told me that we should split up and try to get some more. He told me that they prefer gullies 
or the edges of ridges. He decided to go up to the next ridge and had a go at them there where I 
was. I stayed on the lower ridge and on the first edge another one turned up. I captured it with no 
problems at all. We all then climbed higher up. I ventured out to the left and my father and Steve 
took off to the right. If you go up to the 5th ridge and continue going left, you will come across an 
enormous patch of long grass - the same type you find at all the Pseudonympha gaika spots. That 
spot is the perfect spot for gaikas. I picked up many mint males but only one mint female. Though I 
am not complaining. The underside of a freshly emerged Pseudonympha gaika male is gorgeous. 
All the other Pseudonymphas were also common in that area. According to the signpost at the 
river, the road is about 2 995m above sea level. I assume that if you climbed the mountain, you 
were higher than 3000m above sea level and that explains why we also got Pseudonympha 
penningtoni. While we were on top, the clouds silently crept up on us and then hit us with force! 
Fortunately my father and I were close to the car but nobody else was in sight. As we got in the 
car it started to rain hard. We took the binoculars to try and spot someone on the hill but we didn't 
see a soul. At last the rain cleared up a bit and just then a soaking wet Steve appeared on the 
mountain in front of us. Nolan was nowhere to be seen. We hooted and shouted but he was gone. 
We decided to go and search for him with the car and just when we got on the road we saw him 
strolling towards us. Funnily enough, he did not even have a single drop of water on him. As we 
set off for Sani Pass, he told us that he took shelter underneath a rock next to the road.  
 
The road to Sani Pass was a long rainy road. The one advantage of a rainy day on the road is that 
you don't worry much about the butterflies you are passing. We filled up at the little garage in 
Mokhotlong and then we hit the road towards Sani Pass. We stopped at the spot where Alf Curle 
and Graham Henning caught Torynesis pringlei a week earlier. Unfortunately it was still cloudy so I 
decided to take a shot at the trout in the little stream down below. One trout came for the lure, 
missed it and that was it. After that we drove straight to the Sani Pass Hotel where we met up with 
Clive Quickelberge and Alan Plowes. After dinner I finished my setting work and went to bed. I 
later found out that Steve and Clive stayed in the bar with a few drinks and some of the stories 
became very interesting but unfortunately I didn't hear them.  
 
The next morning began early and cold, but as soon as the sun starts baking you on the side of a 
massive mountain, you begin to heat up and wait anxiously for the elusive Torynesis pringlei. Well, 
the day started off quietly, but we soon found some Orachrysops nasutus. I am not sure which 
subspecies it is, but Steve Woodhall told me that it is a different subspecies from the one we found 
at Stutterheim. Up to that point in the trip, we only managed to pick up one Aeropetes tulbaghia. 
They were quite scarce at the other places we stopped at and they are really difficult to catch if 
they only fly past. Well, at this particular spot there is a famous red spot, an area filled with red hot 
pokers. As described in all the books, Aeropetes tulbaghia loves red objects. Whether it is a red 
car, a red bag or a red hot poker, they will always go to inspect it. At this particular spot, they were 
extremely plentiful and you could almost handpick them. They were also common further up the 
mountain where they would dart past you and settle in full glory on a rock. Since there are very 
few Acraeas in Lesotho, there are no mimicking butterflies, whether it be Batesian, Müllerian or 
false mimicry. There is, however, a butterfly that forms part of the group 'collectorian' mimicry. 
They do not resemble other butterflies for protection against birds or other natural predators, they 
resemble butterflies for their commonness. The main devil in this category is of course Torynesis. 
Even though you can distinguish between them in a tray, it is not so easy to distinguish between 
them and the common Dingana bowkeri in the field. I am pretty sure we would have gotten millions 
of Torynesis if we only collected all the Dinganas that were flying about. Well, I decided to take 
another shot at the trout in the stream down below. This time I tried a nice little Rapala and it 
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worked. A fish grabbed it and was hooked. I was standing on a rock about 2m above the pool so I 
had to lift the fish up. As I lifted it, it came off, fell on rock and slid back into the water! The fishing 
proved as unsuccessful as the butterfly collecting.  
 
I was quite excited about that close call so I decided to go and tell my dad. Little did I know that my 
father changed the trip around by chasing up a little black bug. That little bug flopped around him, 
settled and that was the end of that little black bug. A mint male Lepidochrysops loewensteini! By 
the time I got up there, everybody in the Maloti mountains knew that and I totally forgot to tell my 
father about the fish. I decided to go down to the road but I was again stopped. A little bigger black 
Dingana came up from the road. Somehow I just knew it was a Torynesis and with a calm swipe I 
zapped it. Steve Woodhall was standing about twenty meters from me. He had wanted this little 
butterfly more than anybody else. "Steve, I think I just caught a pringlei''. "Oh no you didn't! Oh 
s%"&! He just caught a mint female pringlei''. Unfortunately it wasn't mint, it had a crack in its wing 
but that was all right. I am sure that I will survive!  
 
The day then started as all the butterflies became extremely common. Every Aeropetes that came 
by went to take a look at the nice red bakkie standing at the road. There were millions of 
Orachrysops about and we also got a mint Lycaena clarki. Everybody tells me that it is a common 
butterfly almost everywhere you go but this is my second one in nine years. My father managed to 
get another mint male Torynesis but that was it. We heard many complaints as to why there were 
virtually no Torynesis or Lepidochrysops loewensteini. The previous group of collectors to go 
there, to exactly the same spot "filled their boots" with them! Why was there no good stuff on this 
day? I don't think you can catch all the butterflies in one weekend, no matter how hard you try. I 
just think we weren't at the exact spot they were at.  
 
The trip to Lesotho ended well and it was far better than our previous trip in 1998. We did not even 
see a single Lycaenid nor did we even know about Torynesis pringlei. We drove back to the 
Caledonspoort border post. Of course I pulled my usual stunt and that was the last I saw of 
Lesotho or any other part of South Africa until we arrived at Steve Woodhall's house in Edenvale. 
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This newsletter is compiled by Jeremy Dobson and is edited by Mark Williams, who endeavours to 
correct grammatical or taxonomic errors, while retaining the style and tone of the original article as 
submitted by the author. 
 
This magazine relies on material from you, the members of LepSoc Africa. Please forward any 
news or photographs that might be of interest to jchdobson@gmail.com. 
 
If anyone has any ideas regarding future format or content, please feel free to make suggestions. 
 
PDF’s of previous editions of African Butterfly News can be downloaded here: 
 
 

EDITION DATE LINK  EDITION DATE LINK 

2016-5 Sep 2016 ABN 2016-5  2020-1 Jan 2020 ABN 2020-1 

2016-6 Nov 2016 ABN 2016-6  2020-2 Mar 2020 ABN 2020-2 

2017-1 Jan 2017 ABN 2017-1  2020-3 May 2020 ABN 2020-3 

2017-2 Mar 2017 ABN 2017-2  2020-4 Jul 2020 ABN 2020-4 

2017-3 May 2017 ABN 2017-3  2020-5 Sep 2020 ABN 2020-5 

2017-4 Jul 2017 ABN 2017-4  2020-6 Nov 2020 ABN 2020-6 

2017-5 Sep 2017 ABN 2017-5  2021-1 Jan 2021 ABN 2021-1 

2017-6 Nov 2017 ABN 2017-6  2021-2 Mar 2021 ABN 2021-2 

2018-1 Jan 2018 ABN 2018-1  2021-3 May 2021 ABN 2021-3 

2018-2 Mar 2018 ABN 2018-2  2021-4 July 2021 ABN 2021-4 

2018-3 May 2018 ABN 2018-3  2021-5 Sep 2021 ABN 2021-5 

2018-4 Jul 2018 ABN 2018-4  2021-6 Nov 2021 ABN 2021-6 

2018-5 Sep 2018 ABN 2018-5  2022-1 Jan 2022 ABN 2022-1 

2018-6 Nov 2018 ABN 2018-6  2022-2 Mar 2022 ABN 2022-2 

2019-1 Jan 2019 ABN 2019-1  2022-3 May 2022 ABN 2022-3 

2019-2 Mar 2019 ABN 2019-2  2022-4 July 2023 ABN 2022-4 

2019-3 May 2019 ABN 2019-3  2022-5 Sep 2022 ABN 2022-5 

2019-4 July 2019 ABN 2019-4     

2019-5 Sep 2019 ABN 2019-5     
2019-6 Nov 2019 ABN 2019-6     

 
 
 
 

FOOTNOTE 

mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1414/African%20Butterfly%20News%202016-5.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/genwci398mqn1ux/ABN%202020-1.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1415/African%20Butterfly%20News%202016-6.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ay67evoiuh360lf/ABN%202020-2.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1416/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-1.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ag1p5zm7v1q1r00/ABN%202020-3.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1417/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-2.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j4zi6nrkarc32p0/ABN%202020-4.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1418/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-3.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/spn0zmh8wvul0hl/ABN%202020-5.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1421/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-4.pdf
https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1548/African%20Butterfly%20News%202020-6.pdf
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1423/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-5.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mj76yw5w3961bbi/ABN%202021-1.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1426/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-6.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rc6q4m4gqmlkd9g/ABN%202021-2.pdf?dl=0
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1449/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-1.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/54n7a5a7fzevq82/ABN%202021-3.pdf?dl=0
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1455/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-2%20reduced.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/oyu3mkbzqlw1by3/ABN%202021-4.pdf?dl=0
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1458/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-3.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xgwkq7zqxuuk3ov/ABN%202021-5.pdf?dl=0
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1460/ABN%202018-4.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0udui2vbkra7pa0/ABN%202021-6.pdf?dl=0
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